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Introduction
This Quarterly Report is dated as of February 18, 2014, and is intended to update certain
information included in the Commonwealth’s Financial Information and Operating Data Report
dated October 18, 2013 (the “Commonwealth Report”). This Quarterly Report should be read in
conjunction with the information contained in the Commonwealth Report. Unless otherwise
stated, the information included herein is current as of December 31, 2013. The Commonwealth
of Puerto Rico (the “Commonwealth”) is not updating the Commonwealth Report in its entirety.
Therefore, there could be changes to the information set forth in the Commonwealth Report that
are not reflected in this Quarterly Report. You should not assume that the information in this
Quarterly Report and the Commonwealth Report is accurate as of any date other than the
respective dates as of which such information is presented in such reports.
The Commonwealth’s fiscal year runs from July 1 through June 30 of the following year.
References in this Quarterly Report to a particular fiscal year are to the year in which such fiscal
year ends.
The Commonwealth Report and this Quarterly Report provide an overview of the fiscal
and economic condition of the Commonwealth. Although the Commonwealth Report and this
Quarterly Report discuss information about certain public instrumentalities, the Commonwealth
Report and this Quarterly Report do not, and are not intended to, provide detailed information as
to the financial condition of each of the public corporations and instrumentalities.
Forward-Looking Statements
The information included in this Quarterly Report contains certain “forward-looking”
statements. These forward-looking statements may relate to the fiscal and economic condition,
economic performance, plans, or objectives of the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities. All
statements contained herein that are not clearly historical in nature are forward-looking, and the
words “anticipates,” “believes,” “continues,” “expects,” “estimates,” “intends,” “aims,”
“projects,” and similar expressions, and future or conditional verbs such as “will,” “would,”
“should,” “could,” “might,” “can,” “may,” or similar expressions, are generally intended to
identify forward-looking statements.
These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and involve
certain risks, uncertainties, estimates, and assumptions by the Commonwealth and certain of its
instrumentalities that are difficult to predict. The economic and financial condition of the
Commonwealth and its instrumentalities is affected by various financial, social, economic,
environmental, and political factors. These factors can be very complex, may vary from one
fiscal year to the next, and are frequently the result of actions taken or not taken, not only by the
Commonwealth and its agencies and instrumentalities, but also by entities such as the
government of the United States of America or other nations. Because of the uncertainty and
unpredictability of these factors, their impact cannot, as a practical matter, be included in the
assumptions underlying the Commonwealth’s or its instrumentalities’ projections.
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The projections set forth in this Quarterly Report were not prepared with a view toward
complying with the guidelines established by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants with respect to prospective financial information, but, in the view of the officers of
the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities responsible for the preparation of such information,
were prepared on a reasonable basis, reflect the best currently available estimates and judgments,
and present, to the best of such officers’ knowledge and belief, the expected course of action and
the expected future financial performance of the Commonwealth and certain of its
instrumentalities. However, this information is not fact and should not be relied upon as being
necessarily indicative of future results, and readers of this Quarterly Report are cautioned not to
place undue reliance on the prospective financial information. Neither the Commonwealth’s
independent auditors, nor any other independent auditors, have compiled, examined, or
performed any procedures with respect to the prospective financial information contained herein,
nor have they expressed any opinion or any other form of assurance on such information or its
achievability and disclaim any association with the prospective financial information. Neither
the Commonwealth’s independent auditors, nor any other independent auditors, have been
consulted in connection with the preparation of the prospective financial information set forth in
this Quarterly Report, which is solely the product of the Commonwealth and certain of its
instrumentalities, and the independent auditors assume no responsibility for its content.
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Recent Credit Rating Downgrades of Bonds of the Commonwealth and its
Instrumentalities
On February 4, 2014, Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (“S&P”) lowered its rating on
the general obligation bonds of the Commonwealth from “BBB-” to “BB+,” which is a noninvestment grade rating. S&P also lowered its rating on the bonds of Government Development
Bank for Puerto Rico (“GDB”) to “BB,” one notch below the Commonwealth’s general
obligation rating, and lowered its rating on the bonds of several other Commonwealth issuers.
S&P maintained its “AA-” and “A+” ratings on the senior and subordinate bonds of Puerto Rico
Sales Tax Financing Authority (“COFINA”). S&P kept all of these ratings on “CreditWatch”
with negative implications, and noted that further downgrades are possible.
On February 7, 2014, Moody’s Investors Service (“Moody’s”) lowered its rating on the
general obligation bonds of the Commonwealth two notches, from “Baa3” to “Ba2”, which is a
non-investment grade rating. Moody’s also lowered its rating on the bonds of several other
Commonwealth issuers to “Ba2,” including GDB. Moody’s maintained a “negative” outlook on
all these bonds.
On February 10, 2014, Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”) lowered its rating on the general
obligation bonds of the Commonwealth by two notches from “BBB-” to “BB”, which is a noninvestment grade rating. Fitch also lowered its ratings on the bonds of several other
Commonwealth issuers. Fitch maintained its “AA-” and“A+” ratings on COFINA’s senior and
subordinate bonds. Fitch removed the downgraded bonds from Rating Watch negative but
maintained its Rating Outlook negative on these bonds.
The following table sets forth the ratings of the Commonwealth and certain of its public
corporations after giving effect to the recent downgrades:

Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (General Obligations)
Government Development Bank
COFINA
Senior Lien
First Subordinate Lien
PR Electric Power Authority
PR Highways and Transportation Authority
Highway Revenue Bonds
Transportation Revenue Bonds
Subordinate Transportation Revenue Bonds
PR Aqueduct and Sewer Authority
Revenue Bonds
Guaranteed Bonds
PR Public Buildings Authority
PR Employees Retirement System
PR Public Finance Corporation (Commonwealth Appropriation Bonds)

S&P

Moody’s

Fitch

BB+
BB

Ba2
Ba2

BB

AAA+
BBB

Baa1
Baa2
Ba2

AAA+
BBB-

BB+
BB+
BB+

Ba1
Ba2
Baa3

BB+
BB+
BB+
BB
BB

Ba2
Ba2
Ba2
Ba2
Ba3

BBBBB
BB
BB

These credit rating downgrades could result in the acceleration of certain Commonwealth
and public corporation obligations or the termination of certain credit and liquidity facilities that
support certain Commonwealth and public corporation obligations. The downgrades also
resulted in additional collateral postings and termination events under certain derivatives
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agreements. A more detailed description of the impacts of the credit rating downgrades is set
forth below.
Maturity of Certain Short-Term Debt Obligations of the Commonwealth and its
Instrumentalities; Effect of Downgrade on Certain Debt Obligations and Derivative
Contracts
Certain short-term obligations of the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities mature
pursuant to their terms during the next fiscal year. Furthermore, as a result of the previously
described credit rating downgrades, certain obligations of the Commonwealth and its
instrumentalities could become due in the near future if the lenders or counterparties exercise
acceleration or termination rights. The most significant of such maturing, accelerable or
terminable obligations are listed below. The list set forth below does not include scheduled debt
service on medium and long-term obligations of the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities
(including GDB). In addition, the list does not identify individual loans or lines of credit that are
part of GDB’s loan portfolio.
(i)

Tax and revenue anticipation notes (the “2014 TRANS”) issued by the
Commonwealth in an aggregate principal amount of $1.1 billion (including $200
million held by GDB and outstanding as of February 14, 2014) which are payable
from income taxes collected during fiscal year 2014 and mature on June 2014. Three
equal principal installments are due on the 2014 TRANS on each of April, May and
June of 2014.

(ii)

General obligation bonds of the Commonwealth that are variable rate demand
obligations (“VRDOs”) in an aggregate principal amount of approximately $188.7
million supported by a letter of credit that expires on June 21, 2014, but that could be
subject to acceleration as a result of the downgrade. The bonds are also secured by a
bond insurance policy; the letter of credit provider may cancel the bond insurance
policy and then direct a mandatory tender of the bonds and require the immediate
repayment of the amounts disbursed under the letter of credit.

(iii)

General obligation VRDOs of the Commonwealth in an aggregate principal amount
of approximately $14.9 million supported by a liquidity facility that expires on May
1, 2014 and, to the extent that the facility expires and is not replaced, the bonds would
be payable over a five (5) year period.

(iv)

General obligation VRDOs of the Commonwealth in an aggregate principal amount
of approximately $242.6 million that have been directly purchased by banking
institutions, and are subject to optional tender for purchase by the banking institutions
on thirty (30) days’ notice as a result of the downgrade. The bonds are subject to
mandatory tender at the expiration of the current interest rate periods on May 1, 2014
($44,905,000) and June 1, 2014 ($197,655,000).

(v)

General obligation VRDOs of the Commonwealth in an aggregate principal amount
of approximately $14.9 million which have been directly purchased by banking
institutions, and are subject to optional tender for purchase on seven (7) days’ notice.
If not accelerated, the bonds are subject to mandatory tender for purchase in
accordance with their terms on June 1, 2014.
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(vi)

Bond anticipation notes of Puerto Rico Highways and Transportation Authority
(“PRHTA”) in an aggregate principal amount of $400 million, which were directly
purchased by a financial institution, and which matures on September 1, 2015. On
February 12, 2014, the PRHTA amended the documents to its $400 million bond
anticipation notes, limiting the holder’s right to accelerate and waiving covenant
defaults due to the downgrades. Principal set-asides will continue as originally
scheduled.

(vii)

VRDOs of PRHTA in an aggregate principal amount of approximately $200 million
supported by a liquidity facility that expires on May 27, 2014, but that could be
subject to acceleration as a result of the downgrade. The provider of the liquidity
facility may cause the mandatory tender of the bonds and, thereafter, require the
immediate repayment of the amounts disbursed under the liquidity facility.

(viii) Bond anticipation notes of COFINA in an aggregate principal amount of
approximately $333.3 million, which are due on September 30, 2014. These bond
anticipation notes have not been impacted by the recent downgrades.
(ix)

Revolving line of credit of Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (“PREPA”) in an
aggregate principal amount of $250 million (of which approximately $249.5 million
was outstanding as of January 31, 2014) due to commercial banks, with a final
maturity date of October 7, 2014, but currently subject to acceleration.

(x)

Revolving line of credit of PREPA in an aggregate principal amount of $550 million
(of which approximately $513.7 million was outstanding as of January 31, 2014), due
to commercial banks, with a final maturity date of August 15, 2014.

(xi)

Bond anticipation notes of Puerto Rico Aqueduct and Sewer Authority (“PRASA”) in
an aggregate principal amount of $150 million, which are due on March 31, 2015.
These bond anticipation notes have not been impacted by the recent downgrades.

In addition, the interest rates on certain bonds and notes will increase as a result of the
credit downgrades, to rates ranging from 10% to 12.0%. The Commonwealth currently intends to
refinance the outstanding General obligation VRDOs ($469 million) and the COFINA bond
anticipation notes ($333 million) with the proceeds of an upcoming general obligation bond
market transaction.
In addition to the possible acceleration of debt instruments described above, the credit
rating downgrades have triggered “additional termination events” under interest rate exchange
(“swap”) and other derivative agreements relating to outstanding bonds and notes of the
Commonwealth and certain of its public corporations, making them now subject to termination at
the option of the applicable counterparty. See Debt – Interest Rate Exchange Agreements,
below. The swap and other derivative agreements currently subject to termination have a
negative mark-to-market valuation of $333.5 million as of February 14, 2014. The
Commonwealth or its relevant public corporations currently have $142 million of collateral
posted to the counterparties under these swap and derivative agreements. If any such agreements
were terminated, they would likely be terminated at their then current mark-to-market valuations
(net of collateral posted), plus cost, which could differ substantially from the mark-to-market
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valuations. The Commonwealth and the relevant public corporation would also be subject to
interest rate risk on the underlying variable rate bonds.
To date, none of the counterparties has exercised any tender, acceleration, put or
termination right, and the Commonwealth, GDB and the affected public corporations are
currently engaged in discussions with swap counterparties, bondholders and credit and liquidity
facility providers in order to obtain waivers or modifications of certain of these requirements to
mitigate the adverse impacts of the downgrades. For example, the $400 million PRHTA bond
anticipation notes have been amended to limit the right to accelerate the bonds as a result of the
downgrades. Similarly, the Commonwealth and PREPA have entered into 30-day standstill
agreements with swap counterparties with respect to approximately $1.35 billion in notional
amount of certain basis swaps. Negotiations with respect to waivers, amendments and/or
extensions with respect to the PREPA revolving lines of credit are at an advanced stage. There
can be no assurance at this time, however, as to the final outcome of such discussions or the
nature or extent of the relief provided, if any, with respect to the acceleration, tender, put or
termination rights described above. Such negotiations may be unsuccessful or, even if they are
successful, future events may trigger other acceleration, termination, tender or put rights. While
the Commonwealth and GDB do not currently expect, absent further adverse developments, that
the Commonwealth and the public corporations will be required to fund the total amount of these
obligations in the near term, there can be no assurance that the Commonwealth and the public
corporations will not be required to fully fund such obligations and, if required to do so, that
sufficient funds will be available to fund them.
Liquidity of Government Development Bank
GDB has traditionally served as interim lender to the Commonwealth and its
instrumentalities in anticipation of the issuance of long-term bonds and notes by such entities in
the municipal bond market. GDB has also provided financing to the Commonwealth and its
instrumentalities to finance their respective budget deficits, to post collateral under swap
agreements and to meet mandatory payments of obligations. As a result of this lending function,
GDB serves as the principal source of short-term liquidity for the Commonwealth and its public
corporations and instrumentalities.
Loans to the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities constitute a significant portion of
GDB’s assets. As a result, conditions that adversely affect the ability of the Commonwealth and
its instrumentalities to raise cash (including access to the bond market) and repay their interim
and other loans to GDB also have an adverse effect on GDB’s liquidity and financial condition.
Similarly, conditions that adversely affect the ability of GDB to raise cash (including access to
the bond market) or otherwise finance its loan portfolio also have an adverse effect on the
Commonwealth and its instrumentalities, as GDB’s ability to continue providing interim and
deficit financing to the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities is reduced.
One challenge that GDB faces is limited liquidity. The liquidity position of GDB has
been adversely affected by, among other factors, the significant increase in credit spreads for
obligations of the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities during 2013, by the limited market
access experienced by the Commonwealth and certain of its public corporations during the
second half of calendar year 2012 and calendar year 2013, by a significant reduction of liquidity
in the local Puerto Rico capital markets, and more recently by the credit downgrades described
above. These factors have resulted in delays in the repayment by the Commonwealth and its
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instrumentalities of their loans to GDB and, at the same time, caused the Commonwealth and its
instrumentalities to rely more heavily on short-term financing and interim loans from GDB and
other lenders. The short-term financings from GDB extended to the Commonwealth or
instrumentalities in the past 120 days include: (i) a loan to the Commonwealth to repay $543
million of Commonwealth bond anticipation notes, (ii) the repurchase from commercial banks of
$240 million in participations of loans to the Commonwealth, and (iii) $140 million to fund
draws on GDB letters of credit securing bonds issued by Puerto Rico Infrastructure Financing
Authority on behalf of Puerto Rico Ports Authority that were not remarketed.
As described in the prior section, the liquidity of GDB could also be affected by
obligations that may become due in the near future and during the next fiscal year, in part as a
result of the downgrades. Although GDB has previously assisted the Commonwealth and its
instrumentalities in satisfying obligations similar to those listed above, GDB is not legally
required to provide such assistance and there is no assurance that it will be able to continue to
provide such assistance to any or all of these governmental entities. To the extent that GDB
financing is unavailable, the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities may be required to find
other sources of funding in order to meet their obligations. There is no assurance that the
Commonwealth and its instrumentalities will be able to access other sources of financing or
funding sufficient at any one time to meet their obligations as they come due.
The Commonwealth needs to obtain significant additional funding before the end of the
fiscal year in order to repay interim loans and other obligations that are owing to GDB, and
therefore allow GDB to continue serving as liquidity provider to the Commonwealth and its
public corporations. Although the Commonwealth intends to access the capital markets in the
near term, its ability to do so and the terms of any such financing are uncertain.
Financial Condition of GDB. GDB’s assets as of December 31, 2013 included $2.722
billion in cash and investment securities, including $673.1 million in money market funds. As of
such date, GDB also had $1.236 billion in securities sold under agreements to repurchase.
GDB’s enabling act requires the maintenance of a minimum legal reserve of not less than 20% of
its demand deposit liabilities, which reserve can be invested in investment instruments with
maturities of up to 90 days.
Summary of Principal Fiscal and Economic Challenges of the Commonwealth
The following summary of the principal fiscal and economic challenges of the
Commonwealth is not exhaustive. Additional risks and uncertainties not currently known by the
Commonwealth or that the Commonwealth currently deems to be immaterial, or that are
generally applicable to all states and governmental instrumentalities, also may materially
adversely affect the financial condition of the Commonwealth. Moreover, while some of the
fiscal and economic challenges described below also affect the public corporations, the
Commonwealth Report and this Quarterly Report do not, and are not intended to, provide a list
of the particular challenges and risks facing each of the public corporations.
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Significant Short-Term Liabilities. For a discussion of the significant short-term
liabilities of the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities, please refer to the discussion under
Maturity of Certain Short-Term Debt Obligations of the Commonwealth and its
Instrumentalities; Effect of Downgrade on Certain Debt Obligations and Derivate Contracts
above.
Limited Liquidity. For a discussion of GDB’s liquidity position, please refer to the
discussion under Liquidity of Government Development Bank above.
High Level of Debt. As of December 31, 2013, the Commonwealth had outstanding a
total of $21.016 billion aggregate principal amount of bonds and notes issued or guaranteed by
the Commonwealth or payable from General Fund appropriations, equivalent to approximately
30.3% of the Commonwealth’s gross national product for fiscal year 2012. (See table under
“Debt – Trends of Public Sector Debt” below.) Debt service on these bonds and notes for fiscal
year 2014 ($1.233 billion) represented approximately 12.8% of the revised General Fund budget
for fiscal year 2014 ($9.600 billion). The total outstanding public sector debt of the
Commonwealth, its instrumentalities, and municipalities was $71.902 billion as of December 31,
2013, equivalent to approximately 103.5% of the Commonwealth’s gross national product for
fiscal year 2012 ($69.462 billion). The Commonwealth’s high level of debt and the resulting
required allocation of revenues to service such debt constrain the Commonwealth’s flexibility to
direct resources to other governmental programs or priorities, and reduce the ability of the
government to adjust fiscal policy to achieve policy objectives.
In addressing its fiscal imbalance, the Commonwealth has been financing a significant
portion of its annual General Fund debt service. The Commonwealth cannot continue this
practice indefinitely and expects to eliminate it by fiscal year 2015. Thus, unless the fiscal
imbalance is resolved, the Commonwealth may be unable to sustain the current level of
government services while continuing to honor its debt obligations. During the next nine fiscal
years, the annual debt service payable from the Commonwealth’s General Fund will exceed $1.1
billion per fiscal year. See the table under Debt Service Requirements for Commonwealth
General Obligation Bonds, Appropriation Bonds and Guaranteed Debt.
In addition to the above, from time to time public corporations and other instrumentalities
have had to rely on the General Fund to make payments on debt incurred with GDB or third
parties to finance their operating deficits. This practice also affects the liquidity and available
resources of the General Fund.
Budget Deficits. For more than a decade, the Commonwealth has experienced significant
General Fund budget deficits. The table on page 10 of the Commonwealth Report sets forth the
amount of these deficits during the last five fiscal years. These deficits, including the payment of
a portion of the Commonwealth’s debt service obligations, have been covered principally with
the net proceeds of bonds issued by COFINA and Commonwealth general obligation bonds, with
interim financings provided by GDB and, in some cases, with extraordinary one-time revenue
measures.
The fiscal year 2014 approved budget was configured with an $820 million deficit,
expected to be covered with $575 million in general obligation debt service refundings and $245
million in new deficit financing from GDB. On February 3, 2014, Governor Garcia Padilla
announced that his administration would reduce the fiscal year 2014 deficit to $650 million by
proposing legislation to reduce fiscal year 2014 appropriations by $170 million. In addition, the
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Governor announced his commitment to recommend to the legislature the approval of a balanced
budget for fiscal year 2015. On February 5, 2014 legislation was submitted to the Legislative
Assembly to reduce fiscal year 2014 appropriations by $170 million.
This legislation would authorize the Director of the Office of Management and Budget
(“OMB”) to make adjustments to the approved appropriations for the amount of $170 million.
OMB currently expects that the reduction in appropriations for the fiscal year 2014 will be
implemented as follows: (i) elimination of $77 million from certain reserve and contingency
accounts under the custody of OMB that are no longer deemed necessary; (ii) reduction of $29
million in certain program or special appropriations which, in OMB’s judgment, may be adjusted
because they are not a programmatic priority, or because the expenditures may be covered by
other sources by the custodial agency, including non-General Fund sources or prior year
carryover appropriations; and (iii) reduction of approximately $64 million in the operating
budgets of central government agencies, excluding the Department of Education and certain
autonomous entities. The reduction in agency budgets will vary from agency to agency
according to their respective financial situations. On a weighted average basis, the overall
reduction in appropriations totals approximately 2% of the approved budget. OMB will use the
flexibility provided in the recently filed legislation, if approved, to determine the final
distribution of the adjustments. Certain of the appropriation reduced, currently estimated by
OMB at $16 million, may be charged against the Budgetary Support Fund, a nonrecurring fund
created in fiscal year 2014, whose authorized appropriations would be reduced by an equivalent
amount. OMB will use the flexibility provided in the recently file legislation, if approved, to
determine the final distribution of the adjustments.
The Commonwealth’s ability to meet its revised budget for the remainder of fiscal year
2014 and to achieve a balanced budget by fiscal year 2015 depends on a number of factors, some
of which are not wholly within its control, including the performance of the economy, that actual
collections of taxes meet the projections, and the government’s ability to reduce and control
governmental expenditures, particularly in areas such as education and healthcare where
expenses have in the past consistently exceeded the budget. The Commonwealth has frequently
failed to meet its revenue and expense projections, and its accounting, payroll and fiscal
oversight information systems have deficiencies that significantly affect its ability to forecast
expenditures.
In addition to eliminating the budget deficit from the prior fiscal year, the Government
will have to address certain cost escalators in fiscal year 2015, currently estimated by OMB to
include: (i) $173 million in incremental costs from collective bargaining agreements and
legislated labor benefits; (ii) $132 million in incremental, formula-based appropriations for the
judicial branch, the University of Puerto Rico and the municipalities; (iii) $126 million in higher
operating subsidy requirements for public corporations such as the Medical Services
Administration, the Health Insurance Administration, the Metropolitan Bus Authority, and the
Maritime Transit Authority, which are currently running deficits and may not have the capacity
to fully fund their operations; (iv) $125 million in additional debt service requirements due to
incremental principal payments on Commonwealth general obligation bonds, higher scheduled
debt service payments on loans made by GDB that are paid from legislative appropriations, and
higher expected interest payments for the tax and revenue anticipation notes; (v) $64 million in
programmatic or recurring appropriations (such as those related to the police reform settlement
agreement with the United States Government) which were assigned in fiscal year 2014 to nonrecurring special funds, such as the Science and Technology Fund and the Budgetary Support
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Fund; (vi) $46 million in additional employer pension plan contributions pursuant to Acts 1142011, 116-2011, and 3-2013; (vii) $38 million in incremental General Fund appropriations; and
(viii) $38 million in higher water utility payments from increased rates. OMB currently estimates
that total cost escalators for fiscal year 2015 will be in the range of $700 million to $800 million.
These cost escalators are expected to be partially offset by a number of anticipated cost
reductions, particularly a lower starting employee headcount, fewer anticipated sick and vacation
leave payments, and carryover funds from unused appropriations. However, in order to achieve
the Governor’s expressed commitment to eliminate the budget deficit in fiscal year 2015, OMB
expects that many of the cost escalators may need to be significantly reduced or eliminated, and
that significant additional budget cuts may be required. Potential corrective actions include: (i)
legislation to significantly reduce or eliminate the cost escalators; (ii) additional reductions in
special appropriations due to policy prioritization; (iii) use of sources other than General Fund
revenues from fiscal year 2015 to cover non-recurring expenses; (iv) corrective actions to reduce
the cost structure or improve the revenue sources of subsidized public corporations (such as the
Medical Services Administration); (vi) reductions in operating expense appropriations,
particularly contracts and purchased services, among others; and (vii) additional austerity
measures.
All of the budget information regarding fiscal year 2015 set forth above is preliminary
and subject to change. The budget process is at a very early stage and estimates of cost
escalators, reductions and corrective measures may vary significantly. Useful expense and
headcount data are still being collected, and the budgetary analysis at the individual agency level
remains pending. Additionally, revenue projections from the Puerto Rico Treasury Department
for fiscal year 2015 are not yet available. Until such revenue projections are provided, a final
determination between the expense reduction and revenue enhancement measures needed to
balance the budget in fiscal year 2015 cannot be made. The incremental debt service
appropriations arising from debt issuance by the Commonwealth not yet executed by February
15, 2014, is not included in the above-listed cost escalators and in the Governor’s commitment to
balance the budget by fiscal year 2015; further adjustments may be necessary in subsequent
fiscal years to cover the incremental debt service arising from transactions occurring after that
date.
Some of the measures needed to balance the budget may require additional legislation in
order to raise revenues or implement significant expense cuts, and such legislation could face
significant opposition from the individuals, businesses, and other constituencies affected, as well
as from elected officials. There is no assurance that these measures, if enacted, will be
successfully implemented or succeed in eliminating the budget deficit.
The Commonwealth’s Economy. The Commonwealth’s gross national product has
contracted (in real terms) every year except one since fiscal year 2007. For fiscal year 2014, the
Puerto Rico Planning Board projects a decline of 0.8% in real gross national product. The
Economic Activity Index published by GDB, which is a coincident indicator of ongoing
economic activity but does not measure the real GNP annual growth rates, showed a cumulative
reduction of 4.3% for the twelve months of calendar year 2013 compared to the same period of
2012. See, Economic Activity Index below. This contraction may have had an adverse effect on
employment and could have an adverse effect on Commonwealth tax revenues and,
consequently, on the Commonwealth’s ability to achieve a balanced budget.
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To achieve economic growth, the Commonwealth must attract additional local and
foreign investment. The Commonwealth’s plans in this regard are discussed in “Economic
Growth” in the Commonwealth Report and under Economic Development Initiatives below.
One of the factors that continues to adversely affect the Commonwealth’s ability to
attract investment from the United States and increase economic activity is the elimination in
2006 of significant federal tax incentives applicable to United States companies doing business
in Puerto Rico. Other factors that can adversely affect the Commonwealth’s ability to increase
the level of economic activity, some of which are not within the control of the Commonwealth,
include the high cost of energy on the island, the loss of patent protection of several products
manufactured in Puerto Rico, increasing competitiveness by other jurisdictions and global
economic conditions. Thus, there is no certainty that the measures being taken by the
Commonwealth to grow the economy will produce the level of increase in economic activity
required to produce sufficient tax revenues over the short, medium and long-term to resolve the
structural budget deficits that have affected the Commonwealth and allow it to support its
outstanding debt. The failure by the Commonwealth to increase revenues, together with other
factors discussed below, may affect the Commonwealth’s ability to continue to meet its debt
service obligations and provide government services at their current level.
Tax Revenues. As a result of the economic recession that has affected the
Commonwealth since fiscal year 2007 and an income tax reduction program adopted in fiscal
year 2011 to promote economic activity, the Commonwealth’s revenues have decreased since
fiscal year 2007. As discussed below, the special excise tax imposed by Act 154-2010, as
amended (“Act 154”), has become one of the Commonwealth’s principal sources of tax
revenues. For fiscal years 2012 and 2013, the revenues produced by Act 154 represented 21.6%
and 19.7%, respectively, of the Commonwealth’s total General Fund revenues. For fiscal year
2014, it is estimated that Act 154 revenues will represent 20.3% of total General Fund revenues.
Thus, any change that results in a reduction in the level of Act 154 revenues will have a
significant impact on the Commonwealth’s ability to reach and sustain a balanced budget.
Factors that can cause a reduction in the level of Act 154 revenues include a reduction in
the level of local economic activity of the corporations that pay the Act 154 taxes, which might
occur as a result of general economic conditions or factors affecting individual companies, any
difficulties in the transition, after December 31, 2017, from the Act 154 temporary excise tax to
the modified source of income rule under Act 154, and any action by the U.S. Treasury
Department to reduce or eliminate the federal income tax credit available with respect to the
Act 154 temporary excise tax. For a discussion of Act 154, see Act 154 under Major Sources of
General Fund Revenues in the Commonwealth Report.
The legislative measures adopted by the Commonwealth since January 2013, described
under Major Sources of General Fund Revenues in the Commonwealth Report, were
originally projected to increase tax revenues for fiscal year 2014 by approximately $1.66 billion
when compared to the level of projected revenues absent such measures. This original amount
included, among other things, (i) an additional $279 million which results from having the
temporary excise tax at 4% for the full fiscal year (in fiscal year 2013 seven months had a tax
rate of 3.75% and five months a tax rate of 2.75%); (ii) an additional $498 million from the new
corporate gross sales tax (“patente nacional”); (iii) an additional $259 million resulting in part
from the broadening of the sales and use tax base and $50 million from related enforcement
actions; (iv) $270 million from the increase in the corporate income tax rates; (v) $20 million
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from limits on the use of net operating losses in the calculation of the corporate alternative
minimum tax; (vi) $66 million from measures affecting individual income taxes; and (vii) $217
million from measures affecting lotteries, casinos, government contracts, cigarette taxes, freezing
of tax credits and insurance premium taxes. As explained further below, although the Treasury
Department has recently revised estimates of some of these individual revenue items, the
Treasury Department’s aggregate General Fund net revenues estimated for fiscal year 2014
(approximately $9.525 billion) remain the same.
As of February 17, 2014, preliminary General Fund Revenues from the first seven
months of fiscal year 2014 have exceeded aggregate General Fund revenues for the same period
in fiscal year 2013 by approximately $539.3 million. Consequently, General Fund revenues for
the remaining five months of fiscal year 2014 must exceed the aggregate General Fund revenues
for the same period in fiscal year 2013 by at least $483.7 million to reach the total $1.023 billion
increase in General Fund revenues estimated for fiscal year 2014. The total General Fund
revenues for fiscal year 2013 ($8.502 billion) included approximately $718 million from nonrecurring sources.
The Commonwealth’s projections for tax revenues involve many assumptions, the effects
of which are beyond the control of the Commonwealth, such as the impact of external factors
and events on the economy that may, in turn, affect tax revenues. The projections also require
the forecasting of new revenue measures with no historical collections experience. In the past,
the Commonwealth’s projections of tax revenues have differed materially from what the
Commonwealth has been able to achieve. As a result, there is no assurance that the
Commonwealth will achieve its tax revenue projections and, to the extent the Commonwealth
fails to achieve such projections, the Commonwealth may need to implement further expenditure
reductions or revenue enhancing measures in order to meet its obligations as they come due.
Demographic Trends. Changes in population will also have an impact on future
economic growth and the growth of tax revenues. According to United States Census Bureau,
the population of Puerto Rico decreased by 2.2% from 2000 to 2010, and by 3.0% from 2010 to
2013, driven primarily by migration to the United States mainland. Reductions in population,
particularly of working age individuals, are likely to have an adverse effect on tax and other
government revenues that will not be entirely offset by reductions in government expenses in the
short and medium-term. Moreover, if economic conditions deteriorate, the rate of migration
could increase and could accelerate the depth and scope of the negative effect on the economy.
In addition, the average age of the population of Puerto Rico is increasing, primarily as a result
of the migration of younger workers to the United States mainland. This phenomenon is likely
to increase the demand upon the government for health and other services and the cost to the
government of providing such services; thus providing pressure for increasing government
expenditures in the face of limited government revenues.
Federal Grants. Each fiscal year, the Commonwealth receives a significant amount of
grant funding from the U.S. government. In fiscal year 2013, the Commonwealth received $4.58
billion in federal grant funds. See Federal Grants under Components of General Fund
Expenditures in the Commonwealth Report. A significant portion of these funds is utilized to
cover operating costs of the Commonwealth’s educational, social services and health programs
that are subsidized by the U.S. government. If the aggregate amount of federal grant funds
transferred to the Commonwealth were to be reduced, the Commonwealth would have to make
significant reductions in some of these government programs or fund these programs from the
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General Fund. Such reductions would have an adverse impact on the economy and on the
Commonwealth’s efforts to reduce its budget deficit by reducing the Commonwealth’s tax
revenues. In addition, since the per capita income of the residents of Puerto Rico is substantially
lower than that of the 50 states, a high percentage of the population of the Commonwealth
benefits from these government programs. As a result, the impact on the Puerto Rico economy
of any reduction in federal grant funds for such government programs would be greater than on
the 50 states.
Another important factor is that certain federally funded programs are funded on a percapita basis and a reduction in the number of beneficiaries due to demographic trends or changes
in program parameters could result in a lower amount of federal funds. For instance, the
Department of Education has experienced a substantial reduction in student enrollment in recent
years which is expected to continue for the foreseeable future. Such reduction has been and will
continue to be accompanied by a corresponding reduction in federal funding for some
educational grants. To the extent that the cost saving opportunities presented by the reduction in
the number of students are not fully realized due to local policy or management issues, the net
budgetary effect on the Department of Education of the reduction in student enrollment could be
negative. See Education Costs below.
Health Care. The Commonwealth, through its Health Insurance Administration
(“PRHIA”), provides health insurance coverage to approximately 1.63 million qualifying
(generally low-income) residents of Puerto Rico through the “Mi Salud” program. Of these,
approximately 1.37 million individuals are considered part of the “federal population” whose
cost is subject to matching federal funding and 260,000 individuals are considered part of the
“Commonwealth population” whose cost is fully funded by the Commonwealth.
The cost of “Mi Salud” is significant: for fiscal year 2014, $2.383 billion has been
budgeted, of which $885 million is paid from the General Fund, representing approximately
9.1% of General Fund expenditures, approximately $1.16 billion is paid from federal funds, and
the balance is being paid from municipal and other funding sources. For fiscal year 2014,
PRHIA currently projects a shortfall of $60 million with actual revenues projected at $2.355
billion and actual expenses projected at $2.415 billion. Cost-saving measures under
consideration or presently underway to address this deficit include, among others: (i) improving
oversight of the third-party administrator; (ii) fraud prevention; (iii) changes to federal poverty
limits; (iv) migration within sub-groups of participants (for example from Medicaid to Medicare,
or from the Commonwealth population to the Federal population); and (v) continued
improvements to the prescription rebates program.
The federal funds currently used for “Mi Salud” include non-recurring funds provided
pursuant to the American Affordable Care Act (“AACA”), as well as recurring Medicaid funds,
which in the case of the Commonwealth are capped while the funds received by the 50 states are
not capped. The non-recurring AACA federal funds drawn for “Mi Salud” during fiscal year
2014 are projected to be $720 million, while the recurring capped Medicaid funds are projected
to be approximately $288 million. Additional recurring federal funds for “Mi Salud” available
from the federal Children’s Health Insurance Program (CHIP) for fiscal year 2014 are projected
to be $148 million and $40 million for the prescription drug program.
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Upon exhaustion of the non-recurring AACA funds, currently estimated to occur
sometime in 2019, and absent congressional action to renew the AACA funding, the amount of
federal funds available for “Mi Salud” will revert to the recurring capped Commonwealth
Medicaid and CHIP allocations, resulting in significantly higher requirements of Commonwealth
funding. Assuming that the availability of AACA funds is not renewed through Congressional
action, PRHIA has developed three scenarios, with two varying key drivers: growth in insured
population and growth in health care costs (i.e., insurance premium pricing). The following table
illustrates the “Mi Salud” deficit (in millions) over the next eight years and AACA funds’
depletion dates under such different scenarios, assuming flat revenues (i.e., no incremental
General Fund appropriations or additional fee income from municipalities or others). The MAP
(Medical Assistance Program) growth rate is the rate at which the regular Medicaid cap on
recurring funding is assumed to grow.
Assumptions
Population
Growth
0%
1%
2%

Commonwealth Fiscal Year
Premium
Growth
0%
3%
5%

MAP
Growth
2%
2%
2%

AACA Depletion
2014
(60.3)
(60.3)
(60.3)

2015
(127.0)
(133.5)
(140.1)

2016
(127.0)
(187.1)
(234.8)

2017
(127.0)
(242.7)
(336.3)

2018
(127.0)
(300.7)
(445.0)

2019
(230.3)
(952.1)
(1,560.6)

2020
(926.4)
(1,469.6)
(1,950.3)

2021
(920.1)
(1,582.9)
(2,188.9)

August , 2019
April, 2019
January, 2019

The above projections assume that no corrective actions are taken beyond what is
necessary to maintain the underlying assumptions. According to PRHIA, absent corrective
action, the high growth scenarios are more probable. As the depletion date approaches,
depending on indications with respect to the probability of congressional AACA funds renewal,
the Commonwealth can take a variety of steps including, among others, measures to reduce
coverage, limit eligible beneficiaries, reduce premium costs and increase revenues. However,
federal regulations may prohibit or limit the application of these measures to the federal
population of “Mi Salud”.
As the above table shows, the fiscal stability of “Mi Salud” is one of the largest
budgetary challenges facing the Commonwealth, especially if the availability of AACA funds is
not renewed or Medicaid funds are not significantly increased. In light of the current disparity in
the treatment that the Commonwealth receives compared with other mainland jurisdictions with
respect to the cap imposed on Medicaid matching funds, it is expected that the Commonwealth
will intensify its efforts in seeking to have AACA funding renewed by Congress for “Mi Salud”.
However, it is not possible to predict the likelihood that such efforts will succeed, and the
Commonwealth will continue evaluating the fiscal structure of the program taking into
consideration the current federal funding depletion estimates. To the extent these efforts are
unsuccessful, it is unlikely that the Commonwealth would be able to assume a significant portion
of the projected deficit.
PRHIA commenced recently a request for proposal (“RFP”) process for Mi Salud with
the approval of the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. The RFP will integrate the
physical and mental health services through a managed care organization model for the period
from July 1, 2014 to June 30, 2017. PRHIA expects that this process will result in a program
with lower operating costs, higher quality of services and stringent auditing procedures of the
selected carriers.
In September 2013, the Governor announced the implementation of a Universal Access
Program (“UAP”) to provide affordable health insurance to the uninsured population with
income levels that do not qualify for “Mi Salud”. Under the new UAP, administered by PRHIA,
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beneficiaries with income levels that are too high for “Mi Salud”, but too low to afford private
insurance, will receive a limited coverage that meets Essential Health Benefit standards under the
AACA. Beneficiaries would be responsible for up to 40% of the premium costs of the new
UAP. The average cost to the Commonwealth per beneficiary is estimated by PRHIA at $60 per
member per month, in comparison with the $150 per member per month estimated for fiscal year
2015 for the regular “Mi Salud” program.
In order to fund the UAP, the Commonwealth will ask the federal government to increase
the maximum income for eligibility for Medicaid under “Mi Salud” from $400 per month to
$550 per month. This “federalization” of approximately 76,000 Commonwealth “Mi Salud”
beneficiaries will make the Commonwealth eligible for federal Medicaid reimbursement with
respect to those beneficiaries. The additional federal funding would then be invested in the UAP,
leading to a deficit-neutral implementation in the near term. The scenarios set forth previously,
including cost margins, AACA depletion date, and breakdown of insured population by type,
already consider the estimated impact of the implementation of the new UAP program. The
increase in the “Mi Salud” eligibility level is scheduled to go into effect in late February or
March of 2014.
In January 2014, the Commonwealth received a letter from the Center for Medicaid and
Medicare Services of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services indicating that “Mi
Salud” is eligible for an enhanced matching percentage in excess of the current Medicaid match.
Although accepting this option would materially improve the near term financial outlook of “Mi
Salud” – leading to near term surpluses – it would also materially advance the depletion date of
AACA funds. No policy decision has been made to accept this option as of February 15, 2014.
Education Costs. The budget appropriation for the Commonwealth’s Department of
Education (“DOE”) represents 25% of the total General Fund budget for fiscal year 2014.
Historically, the Department of Education has suffered from inadequate cost control mechanisms
and produced annual budget overruns.
After the August 2013 hiring cycle for the new school year, the DOE faced a projected
deficit in its General Fund budget for fiscal year 2014 – the direct Commonwealth appropriations
plus the Commonwealth portion of the Schoolwide mixed federal-state funds pool – of $162
million. This forecast did not consider the availability of $58 million in carryforward surplus
funds. In response to this situation, OMB and DOE developed a corrective fiscal work plan.
The plan included the implementation of a special procedure for hiring review, and a number of
recurring and non-recurring actions. These included (i) reorganization of school security
(particularly the nighttime shift); (ii) reallocation of certain school dining and other employees to
the federally funded program; (iii) reduction in liquidation of excess sick leave to a maximum of
5 days; (iv) maintaining lower payroll due to lower headcount than initially projected; (v)
payment of retirement sick and vacation leave through an existing line of credit from OMB
approved for these purposes; (vi) transferring federal funding into the Schoolwide mixed federalstate pool; (vii) payroll reductions from unauthorized absences resulting from work stoppage;
and (viii) renegotiation of certain real estate lease agreements.
As of January 31, 2014, according to the DOE, the forecasted deficit not including
measures still pending execution totaled $74 million. However, the implementation of all
actions described above would reduce the deficit to $9 million. After taking into consideration
the application of the $58 million carryforward surplus to certain non-recurring expenses and to
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the payment of certain proposed contingencies currently under review, such as debt from the
prior fiscal year and potential special education services and transportation overruns, it is
currently estimated that the DOE will finish fiscal year 2014 with a $3 million surplus.
Due to the considerable size of the DOE budget, the Commonwealth’s ability to achieve
budgetary balance depends on its ability to continue to monitor and control DOE expenditures.
There is no certainty that the DOE budget estimates for fiscal year 2014 will be achieved or that
the DOE would not incur budget overruns in the future.
Pension Costs. A significant component of the Commonwealth’s budget is the cost of its
retirement systems (especially the Commonwealth’s Government Employees Retirement System
(“Employees Retirement System”) and the Commonwealth’s Teachers Retirement System
(“Teachers Retirement System”) which are much larger than the Commonwealth’s Judiciary
Retirement System (“Judiciary Retirement System”)). The three principal pension systems of
the Commonwealth are severely underfunded. See RETIREMENT SYSTEMS in the
Commonwealth Report and Recent Legislation below. Although the Commonwealth enacted
legislation in 2013 and 2014 that reforms these retirement systems by, among other measures,
reducing benefits, increasing employee contributions, and replacing most of the defined benefit
elements of the system with a defined contribution system, it is anticipated that the
Commonwealth will have to provide additional annual funding (above the statutorily prescribed
contributions) to meet the systems’ annual funding obligations. At present, it is projected that the
additional annual contribution required to be made by the employers in the Employees
Retirement System through fiscal year 2032 is approximately $140 million, of which
approximately $78 million is allocable to the central government and will be funded from the
General Fund, and the balance of which is allocable to the municipalities and participating public
corporations. In the case of the Teachers Retirement System, the required additional employer
annual contribution will be fully funded from the General Fund, and it is currently estimated at
$30 million for fiscal years 2017 and 2018 and $60 million thereafter until fiscal year 2042.
These funding requirements may place an additional demand on the Commonwealth’s need to
raise revenues, reduce expenditures, or do both. These estimates will need to be revised after the
pension reform changes have been fully implemented and the Employees Retirement System and
the Teachers Retirement System have accounted for the actual number of employees who have
opted or will opt for early retirement in anticipation of the pension reforms, which may be
materially higher than the numbers assumed by the Systems when preparing such estimate. To
the extent the assumptions used to estimate the effect of these reforms on the General Fund are
not realized, the General Fund may be adversely affected as it may have to use additional
resources to meet these obligations.
The constitutionality of the recently enacted amendments to the Teachers Retirement
System and the Judiciary Retirement System are currently being challenged in court. In January
2014, the Puerto Rico Supreme Court stayed the effectiveness of the amendments to the
Teachers Retirement System pending the completion of an evidentiary hearing before a Special
Master appointed by the Court. On February 7, 2014, the Special Master issued its report and on
February 11, 2014, the Puerto Rico Supreme Court issued an order granting both parties until
March 3, 2014, to file briefs on the constitutionality of the amendments. In 2013, the Puerto
Rico Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of similar (although not identical) amendments
enacted to the Employees Retirement System, the largest of the three systems. There is no
assurance that the constitutionality of the reform to the Teachers Retirement System will be
upheld and, if upheld, that it will produce the expected cost savings.
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Given current projections which consider a stable level of teachers when compared to
fiscal year 2012, the changes in the Teachers Retirement System’s pension benefit structure are
expected to result in approximately $3.7 billion in present value savings (calculated on the basis
of basic pension benefit disbursements reduction from fiscal year 2015 through fiscal year 2050,
assuming a 5.95% discount rate).
Notwithstanding the reforms of the Employees Retirement System and the Teachers
Retirement System, which were designed to address the Commonwealth’s cash flow needs and
“pay-as-you-go” requirements, both Systems will continue to have a large unfunded actuarial
accrued liability and a low funding ratio.
Return of ARRA Funds. As part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of
2009 (“ARRA”), in 2009 the United States Congress adopted the Making Work Pay Credit
(“MWPC”) to provide refundable tax credits of up to $400 (or $800 if joint filers) to working
individuals for taxable years 2009 and 2010. In order to provide the tax credit to residents of
Puerto Rico, the United States Treasury paid the Puerto Rico Treasury Department
approximately $1.2 billion. The Commonwealth was to return the balance of ARRA funds not
spent as of December 31, 2013. As of December 31, 2013, the balance owed to the United States
Treasury was $349 million, including $300 million that was not spent on MWPC and $49 million
in overpayments made to certain taxpayers. The Commonwealth has reached an agreement with
the United States Treasury to return the fund balance of $300 million in monthly installments of
$25 million beginning on February 3, 2014 until the balance has been repaid. Thereafter, the
Commonwealth will make two additional monthly payments of $25 million and $24 million,
respectively, to cover the MWPC related overpayments. These funds, which are currently on
deposit with GDB, constitute a portion of GDB’s current funding sources. The withdrawal of
these funds as provided or at a faster rate may have a negative effect on GDB’s liquidity
position.
Special Investor Considerations Regarding Emergency Measures and Insolvency Risks
As discussed above, the Commonwealth has been experiencing a number of fiscal and
economic challenges in recent years due, among other factors, to continued budget deficits, a
prolonged economic recession, high unemployment, population declines and high levels of debt
and pension obligations. Some of these factors have also affected the financial condition of
several of the public corporations. In recent months, lower credit ratings and the widening of
credit spreads for the Commonwealth’s public sector debt have delayed the Commonwealth’s
plan of financing, including plans to finance the budget deficit for fiscal year 2014. This, in turn,
has adversely affected the liquidity position of GDB, as the liquidity needs of the central
government and public corporations have been financed internally by GDB or through short-term
financings from other lenders. The recent downgrade of the public sector debt to non-investment
grade status by Moody’s, S&P and Fitch has put further strain on the Commonwealth’s and the
public corporation’s liquidity situation and may affect access to the bond market and other
sources of financing, as well as the cost of any such funding. See Summary of Principal Fiscal
and Economic Challenges of the Commonwealth above.
The Commonwealth intends to access the bond market with one or more transactions to
refinance existing debt. It also intends to adjust its budget in a manner that will eliminate its
current General Fund deficit by fiscal year 2015 and provide for future balanced fiscal
operations. If the Commonwealth is unable to successfully access bond market or obtain
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alternative sources of financing, or if the adjustment measures stall or prove insufficient to
address the Commonwealth’s fiscal problems, then the financial condition of the Commonwealth
may deteriorate further and its options to improve its fiscal health may be limited. A similar
result could occur at one or more of the public corporations if they are unable to eliminate their
operational deficits and access financing sources.
Under current law, the Commonwealth and its public corporations are not eligible to seek
relief under Chapter 9 of the United States Bankruptcy Code, which is the only chapter under
which a “municipality” can seek relief thereunder. In the event, however, that the
Commonwealth or some of its public corporations were to lack sufficient resources to fund
governmental services as well as meet debt service obligations, the Commonwealth or such
public corporations may be forced to take emergency measures to address this situation. While
no specific contingency plan has been adopted to address any such situation, GDB, which acts as
fiscal agent to the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities, is evaluating alternative courses of
action. These could include, at the central government level, administrative measures that give
effect to the “priority norms” established by law for the disbursement of public funds when
available resources are insufficient to cover all appropriations (see Financial Control and
Adjustment Procedures under Budget of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in the
Commonwealth Report, which sets forth the Constitutional and statutory order of disbursement
of public funds in such an insufficiency situation), or, if necessary, more severe measures. The
Commonwealth and the public corporations could also seek relief under existing Commonwealth
law or under laws enacted in the future regarding insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and
similar laws affecting creditors’ rights, which could affect the rights of the holders of bonds and
notes of the Commonwealth and its public corporations and the enforceability of the obligations
to make payments on such bonds and notes.
Fiscal Condition
Preliminary General Fund Revenues for the First Seven Months of Fiscal Year 2014.
Preliminary General Fund revenues for the first seven months of fiscal year 2014 (July through
January of 2014) were $4.625 billion, an increase of $539.3 million, or 13.2%, from the same
period of the prior fiscal year. These revenues are approximately $39 million, or 0.85%, more
than the revenues budgeted for this period. The increase in revenues during this period is
primarily due to legislative measures adopted since January 2013.
Preliminary sales and use tax collections for the first seven months of fiscal year 2014
were $737.5 million, an increase of $40.8 million, or 5.9%, from the same period of the prior
fiscal year. These sales tax collections are approximately $91 million, or 11%, less than the
amount originally budgeted for this period. Of the total annual amount budgeted (originally $1.
514 billion and now $1.274 billion), $644 million was allocated to pay COFINA debt service.
The Commonwealth believes that its original estimate of $9.525 billion in total General
Fund revenues continues to be accurate, although it recently revised its estimates of certain
individual revenue items after the experience of the first six months of the fiscal year. The most
significant revisions are a projected reduction in sales and use taxes of the central government
from $865 million to $614 million (a reduction of $251 million), and a projected reduction in
individual income taxes from $2.088 billion to $2.004 billion (a reduction of $84 million), which
would be offset by a projected increase in corporate taxes from $2.123 billion to $2.513 billion
(an increase of $390 million).
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The primary reasons for the results in sales and use tax collections for the first six months
of fiscal year 2014 when compared to the original budget and the corresponding revisions to the
budget include (i) the total sales of some previously exempted sectors decreased after they
became taxable in July 2013, (ii) some businesses that qualified for exemption before the tax law
changed but became taxable thereafter were already paying the tax due to their failure to obtain
exemption certificates, (iii) the sources of information used since 2006 to estimate collection
have proven inadequate, (iv) administrative determinations made after the law was amended that
have reduced collections, (v) delays in the implementation of the newly enacted measures, and
(vi) tax evasion.
The primary reasons for the results in corporate tax collections for the first six months of
fiscal year 2014 when compared to the original budget and the corresponding revisions to the
budget include (i) the original estimate was prepared using a 2010 database which understated
corporate income tax payments given that income reported by corporations during 2010 was
lower than income reported in 2011 and 2012, (ii) certain estimated tax payments that had been
anticipated had not been included in the original budget, as a cautionary measure to cover
potential revenue shortfall, and (iii) a large number of corporations did not pay their December
estimated tax payments or paid much lower amounts than what was due while awaiting the
conclusion of a lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of the corporate gross sales tax (the case
was dismissed on December 31, 2013).
Preliminary General Fund Expenses for the First Six Months of Fiscal Year 2014. For
the first six months of fiscal year 2014, OMB estimates that General Fund expenses were below
the budgeted appropriations by approximately $57 million, primarily as a result of a decline in
payroll expenses (which were, for the same time period 2% below budget and 6% below the
prior fiscal year), and the implementation of a fiscal improvement program at the Department of
Education.
Prior to the filing of the amendment to reduce the budget by $170 million, OMB
projected that the remainder of the fiscal year would result in a $30 million overspending at the
agencies, leaving a net $27 million surplus in operating expenses. With the new legislation and
the corresponding adjustments, OMB expects to achieve an additional $43 million in operating
expense savings to meet the amended budget, assuming continued successful implementation of
the DOE corrective action plan. These savings would be combined with the approximately $100
million in reductions to special appropriations previously described to reach the total proposed
reduction of $170 million.
The above estimate assumes a $9 million DOE deficit as previously described and does
not consider for fiscal year 2014 expenses charged to sources that are not General Fund
appropriations, including prior year carryover General Fund special appropriations regardless of
whether such prior year appropriations are being drawn by the original custodial agencies within
the original intent of the appropriation, or whether they were transferred to OMB to cover
contingencies and other expenses, recurring or non-recurring. In preparing its estimates, OMB
takes into account individual agency projections, but adjusts such agency projections according
to its judgment. The deficit figures do not include the forecasted deficits of public corporations
that receive operating or program subsidies from the General Fund, such as the Maritime Transit
Authority, the PRHIA, the Public Buildings Authority, the Metropolitan Bus Authority, and the
Medical Services Administration.
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Recent Legislation
Adoption of Comprehensive Reforms of Teachers Retirement System and Judiciary
Retirement System. On December 24, 2013, the Governor signed into law Act 160-2013 (“Act
160”) and Act 162-2013 (“Act 162”), which enacted comprehensive reforms of the Teachers
Retirement System and the Judiciary Retirement System. These retirement systems, together
with the Employees Retirement System, constitute the three largest public employee retirement
systems that are funded primarily with budget appropriations from the General Fund. As
discussed in the Commonwealth Report, the Commonwealth enacted a comprehensive reform of
the Employees Retirement System in April of 2013.
As in the case of the reform adopted for the Employees Retirement System, the reform of
the Teachers Retirement System freezes the retirement benefits that participants will have
accrued under the current defined benefit system as of July 31, 2014, and thereafter replaces this
defined benefit system going forward with a defined contribution plan. The retirement age for
participants that are employed as of July 31, 2014 is increased to 55 years of age, if they have
completed 30 years of service, or 60 years of age, if they have completed at least five years of
service. Participants who would have completed 30 years of service from August 1, 2014
through June 30, 2016 will be eligible to retire as of July 31, 2014 and to receive 70% of their
average salary as of December 24, 2013, provided that if they have not reached 55 years of age,
employee and employer contributions will have to continue until they reach such age.
Participants joining the program on or after August 1, 2014, will be eligible to retire when
reaching 62 years of age, if they have completed at least five years of service and have
contributed more than $10,000 in their individual accounts. The employee contribution to the
Teachers Retirement System, including for existing employees, is increased from 9% to 10% of
salary. The employee contribution will be revised and increased gradually to approximately 14%
in fiscal year 2021. The employer contribution, which has been increasing annually pursuant to
legislation enacted in 2011, will continue to increase in accordance with that legislation until it
reaches 19.75% of salary in fiscal year 2022, and will increase further to 20.525% thereafter.
Effective August 1, 2014, the employer contributions will not fund the employee’s individual
accounts, but will instead be used to fund the frozen defined benefit plan. The law also reduces
or eliminates certain benefits granted to existing and future retirees under special laws, and
provides for additional annual contributions from the General Fund to the system of $30 million
in fiscal years 2017 and 2018 and $60 million thereafter until fiscal year 2042.
The reform of the Judiciary Retirement System establishes a new hybrid retirement
system for judges appointed after July 1, 2014, which includes both a defined benefit and a
defined contribution component. The legislation also increases employee contributions by
judges appointed on or before June 30, 2014 by 2.0% of salary, and establishes that those
appointed after July 1, 2014 must contribute 12% of their salary. The legislation also eliminates
the Christmas, summer and prescription medicines bonuses that were granted pursuant to
separate laws.
The reforms of the Teachers Retirement System and the Judiciary Retirement System,
together with the additional contributions described above, are projected, based on actuarial
assumptions, to eliminate the need for additional “pay-as-you-go” contributions from the General
Fund.
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The constitutionality of Act 160 and Act 162 are currently being challenged in several
lawsuits brought by participants of the Teachers Retirement System and the Judiciary Retirement
System. With respect to Act 160, the Puerto Rico Supreme Court appointed a Special Master to
conduct an evidentiary hearing on the facts and suspended the effectiveness of Act 160 pending
final resolution at the constitutional challenge. On February 7, 2014, the Special Master issued
its report and on February 11, 2014 the Puerto Rico Supreme Court issued an order granting both
parties until March 3, 2014 to file briefs on the constitutionality of Act 160. The Commonwealth
believes that Act 160 and Act 162 are constitutional and intends to forcefully defend their
constitutionality in all forums. In June 2013, the Puerto Rico Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of similar (but not identical) legislation that reformed the Employees Retirement
System after it was also challenged by participants of that system.
Changes to Sales and Use Tax Rates and Creation of Municipal Financing
Corporation. Pursuant to Act 40-2013 and Act 18-2014, effective February 1, 2014, the
municipal sales and use tax was reduced from 1.5% to 1.0%, the Commonwealth sales and use
tax was increased from 5.5% to 6.0%, and the minimum amount of the Commonwealth sales and
use tax available to COFINA was increased. The increase in the Commonwealth sales and use
tax is expected to result in an approximately 9% increase in revenues available for COFINA debt
service and coverage.
Act 19-2014, adopted together with Act 18-2014, creates the Municipal Financing
Corporation (“COFIM” by its Spanish acronym). COFIM is authorized to issue bonds and use
other financing mechanisms to pay or refinance, directly or indirectly, all or a portion of the
municipalities debt obligations payable from the municipal sales and use tax. COFIM will
receive, on an annual basis, the first collections attributable to the 1.0% municipal sales and use
tax until the greater of 0.3% of the municipal sales and use tax or the “base amount” established
in the statute is deposited annually in COFIM. The base amount for fiscal year 2015 is $65.5
million and increases by 1.5% every fiscal year. Amounts remaining after all transfers have been
made to COFIM, and any amounts transferred to COFIM not necessary to pay COFIM’s annual
debt service, will be made available to the municipalities for operating expenses (the “COFIM
Surplus”). COFIM expects to issue bonds principally in order to refinance municipal sales and
use tax-backed loans granted to municipalities by GDB. There are currently approximately $550
million sales and use tax-backed loans granted to the municipalities by GDB. However, certain
municipalities have elected to opt-out of a possible refinancing of their loans which could reduce
the amount of loans on GDB’s books that are refinanced pursuant to COFIM. Notwithstanding
the opt-out by certain municipalities (the “Opt-Out Municipalities”), the first collections
attributable to the 1.0% municipal sales and use tax of the Opt-Out Municipalities will continue
to flow through COFIM, and consequently will not impact the debt service coverage ratio
attributable to the financing structure whereby COFIM will first receive an amount not less than
the “base amount” prior to the transfer of collections attributable to the 1.0% municipal sales and
use tax of all municipalities prior to such collections being made available for municipal
operating expenses (including those of the Opt-Out Municipalities).
Act 18-2014 also creates the Municipal Administration Fund (“MAF”), which is intended
to provide the municipalities with the economic benefit of the municipal sales and use tax
collections lost as a result of the reduction from 1.5% to 1.0% in the municipal sales and use tax
rate that occurred concomitantly with the increase from 5.5% to 6.0% in the Commonwealth’s
sales and use tax rate. The MAF will be funded from the first moneys due to the Secretary of the
Treasury from the Commonwealth’s sales and use tax once all required deposits have been made
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to COFINA (the “Transfer Date”) up to an amount equal to the equivalent of 8.33% of all
collections from the Commonwealth’s sales and use tax to the Transfer Date, and thereafter, on a
pro-rata basis with the transfer of sales and use tax collections to the General Fund. Total
deposits to the MAF in any fiscal year will equal the amount attributable to 0.5% of the
Commonwealth sales and use tax for the current fiscal year. Amounts on deposit in the MAF
will be for the benefit of the municipalities, and may be used to continue funding the Municipal
Redemption Fund, the Municipal Development Fund and the Municipal Improvements Fund,
which were previously funded from the collections attributable to 0.5% of the municipal sales
and use tax. In addition, GDB is required to make certain advances to the municipalities during
the fiscal year in order to address any monthly cash shortfall caused by timing delays as a result
of the lag in availability of operational funds to the municipalities caused by interposing the
COFIM and COFINA funding requirements prior to making such funds available to the
municipalities. Such advances by GDB would be payable from the COFIM Surplus and the
amount to be received by the MAF. Finally, to the extent the amount of Commonwealth sales
and use tax collections available for deposit into the MAF during any fiscal year is less than the
amount attributable to 0.5% of the Commonwealth sales and use tax for such fiscal year, the
Commonwealth’s General Fund is required to cover any such shortfall.
In addition, Act 117-2013 amended the mechanism for collection of the sales tax from
certain merchants after July 1, 2014, which is expected to improve collections. After such date,
importers will be required to pay the tax on the imported merchandise and will be able to claim a
credit for sales tax collected on subsequent resale of the merchandise.
Reform of GDB’s Lending Practices, Financing Capacity and Oversight Powers of
Public Funds. Recently enacted Act 24-2014 prohibits GDB, subject to certain limited
exceptions, from making loans to public corporations payable from future increases in rates,
taxes or other charges. In essence, each public corporation seeking financing from GDB must
demonstrate sufficient approved revenue streams to cover debt service on any GDB loan. As an
exception, GDB is permitted to grant emergency loans in those cases where the Board of
Directors of GDB determines that essential public services could be affected. These loans,
however, are limited to an aggregate amount not to exceed 10% of the gross income of such
government entity during the previous two fiscal years up to a limit of $50 million. GDB is also
permitted to grant loans to government entities that are deemed to be not capable of repaying any
principal or interest amount owed to bondholders or financial entities other than GDB. Act 242014 is intended to impose fiscal discipline on the public corporations, while preserving GDB’s
balance sheet.
In addition, such legislation (i) increases from $550 million to $2 billion the amount of
GDB obligations that can be guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the Commonwealth to
provide GDB with greater flexibility in its role of granting interim financing to public
corporations and agencies (such guarantee can also be extended before September 1, 2014, at the
discretion of the Treasury Secretary and GDB, to certain other governmental obligations
guaranteed by GDB), (ii) grants GDB the ability to exercise additional oversight over certain
public funds deposited at private financial institutions and grants GDB the legal authority,
subject to an entity’s ability to request waivers under certain specified circumstances, to require
such public funds (other than funds of the Legislative Branch, the Judicial Branch, the University
of Puerto Rico, governmental pension plans, municipalities and certain other independent
agencies) to be deposited at GDB, which is expected to result in a more efficient management of
public resources and (iii) provides a process through which OMB may assume, on behalf of the
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Commonwealth, the repayment from budgetary appropriations (commencing fiscal year 2017) of
certain obligations owed by governmental agencies or public corporations to GDB, up to a
maximum amount of $500 million.
Proposed Legislation
Creation of New Integrated Transportation Authority. Other recently proposed
legislation, which the Commonwealth expects will be approved by the Legislative Assembly
shortly, would create the Mass Transit Authority (“MTA”) by merging the mass transportation
assets currently held by PRHTA, including the “Tren Urbano,” the Metropolitan Bus Authority,
and the Maritime Transportation Authority. The legislation provides an eight-year transition
period during which the General Fund may provide annual funds of up to $30 million to MTA to
support its operations. In addition, traffic fines and certain collections from the Department of
Transportation and Public Works that are currently deposited into the General Fund would be
transferred to MTA. The Commonwealth believes that the creation of this new MTA will result
in operational and budgetary efficiencies and a better quality mass transportation service. The
transfer the Tren Urbano’s assets and operating expenses to MTA is expected to improve
PRHTA’s financial results.
Change in Governance Structure of the Puerto Rico Highways and Transportation
Authority. Recently proposed legislation, which the Commonwealth expects will be approved by
the Legislative Assembly shortly, would change the governance structure at the PRHTA by
establishing a board of directors. The board of directors would be composed of three private
citizens and four public officials, including the GDB President, the Treasury Secretary and the
Secretary of Transportation and Public Works. Presently, the PRHTA is governed by a single
public official, the Secretary of Transportation and Public Works.
Reduction of Energy Costs. Several bills have been filed at the Legislative Assembly that
address energy costs in Puerto Rico. One bill supported by the Governor proposes to restructure
the Telecommunications Regulatory Board (the “TRB”) into the Energy and
Telecommunications Commission, which will be responsible for all energy and
telecommunications regulatory matters. This new entity would also be responsible for all tariffrelated issues. Another bill supported by the President of the Senate proposes to create a
regulatory agency that will approve or reject energy rates for all energy producers in Puerto Rico
and would be responsible for opening up Puerto Rico’s energy market to competition. Both
proposals aim to substantially reduce Puerto Rico’s energy costs.
Issuance of General Obligation Bonds. Recently proposed legislation, which the
Commonwealth expects will be approved by the Legislative Assembly shortly, would authorize
the Treasury Secretary to issue up to $3.5 billion in Commonwealth general obligation bonds.
The proceeds of this bond issue may be used to pay, finance or refinance outstanding debt of the
Commonwealth, including appropriation debt with GDB, among other uses.
Economic Conditions
Gross National Product. According to the Puerto Rico Planning Board’s latest
projections, made in October of 2013, it is estimated that Puerto Rico’s real gross national
product for fiscal year 2013 neither grew nor declined when compared to the prior fiscal year.
Puerto Rico’s real gross national product for fiscal year 2014 is currently forecasted to decline by
0.8%. The Planning Board is expected to publish a new forecast in March of 2014 for fiscal
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years 2014 and 2015, with the revised figures for fiscal year 2012 and the preliminary estimates
for fiscal year 2013.
Employment. During the first six months of fiscal year 2014, total employment fell by
2.0% as compared to the same period for the prior fiscal year, and the unemployment rate
averaged 14.8% compared to 14.2% for the same period of the prior fiscal year. According to the
Establishment Survey, total payroll non-farm employment decreased by 4.3% during the first six
months of fiscal year 2014. This reduction is partially attributable to attrition and to the changes
to the Employees Retirement System, as more than 46% of the total employment reductions
experienced during this period corresponded to decreases in state and local government
employment.
Economic Activity Index. GDB’s Economic Activity Index (the “EAI”) for December of
2013 reflected a 5.2% reduction compared to December of 2012. The average cumulative value
for the twelve months of calendar year 2013 showed a reduction of 4.3% compared to the same
period of 2012. The average cumulative value for the first six months of fiscal year 2014
showed a reduction of 5.4% compared to the same period of fiscal year 2013. The EAI is a
coincident indicator of ongoing economic activity but it does not measure the real GNP annual
growth rates. Since the EAI is generated with only four variables (total payroll employment,
cement sales, gasoline consumption, and electric power generation), it is more volatile than the
real GNP figures. This means that both increments and declines reflected in the EAI amplify the
corresponding movements of the real GNP.
Economic Development Initiatives
Manufacturing and Knowledge Services. Puerto Rico Industrial Development
Company’s recent outreach initiatives have resulted in the following positive developments:


$265 million in investments and expansions by three medical devices manufacturers
that are expected to create 700 new jobs.



$200 million investment by a pharmaceutical manufacturer to streamline its
manufacturing processes in Puerto Rico.



400 new committed jobs from a pharmaceutical manufacturer.



700 new committed jobs from the knowledge services and information technology
industries.



Over 100 new contracts negotiated by the Puerto Rico Industrial Development
Company (“PRIDCO”) during calendar year 2013 to create 10,049 new jobs in the
aggregate related to different manufacturing sectors, including biopharma,
construction and engineering, medical devices, knowledge services, aerospace
electronics and information technology.

Based on the above and other ongoing negotiations, the PRIDCO expects to negotiate
contract to create 8,697 jobs in these industries during the 2014 calendar year.
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Tourism. The Puerto Rico Tourism Company has focused its recent efforts on expanding
Puerto Rico’s air and maritime access given its importance for both tourism and trade growth
and in the launching of its new destination advertising campaign. Recent developments include:


Southwest Airlines entered the Puerto Rico market, substituting its subsidiary
AirTran with routes to Baltimore, Atlanta, Fort Lauderdale, Tampa and Orlando. The
entry of Southwest resulted in an upgrade of aircraft, generating 33% more
passengers during 2013-2014.



Avianca Airlines, a Colombian flag-carrier began flying from Bogotá to San Juan
three times a week and an economic impact of $150 million is expected during its
first year of operation.



JetBlue launched a direct nonstop service between Chicago O’Hare International
Airport (ORD) to San Juan’s Luis Muñoz Marín International Airport (“LMM”),
which represents 150 available seats daily, an economic impact of over $40 million
annually to the Puerto Rico economy.



The move of Seabourne Airlines headquarters to Puerto Rico is expected to create
400 new jobs in addition to the relocation of its headquarters. Seaborne has started
service from LMM to La Romana, Dominican Republic. Additional routes have
started in 2014, including to St. Kitts and Nevis, Punta Cana (Dominican Republic)
and St. Maarten.



Cruise ship traffic is currently estimated to increase 14% in fiscal year 2014
(1,181,594 passengers). For fiscal year 2015, an additional 20% is currently projected
in cruise passengers (1,412,376). This increase is partly attributable to Royal
Caribbean’s Jewel of the Seas use of San Juan as its year-round homeport, and to
increased transit calls from Carnival, Royal Caribbean and Celebrity Cruise Lines.
Additionally, MSC Cruises has increased visits to the Island and Princess Cruise will
restart visits to San Juan in early summer 2014, while Disney will homeport in San
Juan during Sept-Oct 2014.



$7 million in improvements at Pier 3 of the San Juan Harbor will soon be completed
which will make it possible to accommodate the very large Quantum of the Seas and
even larger Oasis-class vessels.



Over 6,500 new rooms in financial, permits or construction phases. The construction
of these new rooms is expected to create approximately 2,661 jobs.



Establishment of the Bed & Breakfast Program in order to promote the creation of
small businesses. The first official B&B, Casa Sol in Old San Juan, was inaugurated
in 2013. Many more are being evaluated to be integrated in the program.

Jobs Now Act. Since the enactment of the Jobs Now Act in February of 2013, 587
businesses have been granted incentive decrees with an aggregate commitment to create 9,684
new jobs.
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On February 5, 2014, the Governor announced that his administration will accelerate the
infrastructure investment plan by pursuing $800 million in infrastructure investments, including
public-private partnerships, that have been identified and by accelerating agency reviews of
infrastructure investment plans. The Governor also stated that his Administration will continue to
diversify and strengthen the economy by growing targeted sectors, such as the pharmaceutical,
aerospace and tourism sectors, and attracting new investments.
Debt
Public Sector Debt. The following table presents a summary of public sector debt as of
December 31, 2013. This table includes debt primarily payable from Commonwealth or
municipal taxes, Commonwealth appropriations, and rates charged by public corporations for
services or products, as well as debt payable from other sources, some of which is set forth in
footnote 6 below. Excluded from the table is debt that if included would result in double
counting, including but not limited to $793 million of outstanding bonds issued by Puerto Rico
Municipal Finance Agency to finance its purchase of bonds issued by Puerto Rico municipalities
as well as $4.8 billion of GDB notes outstanding.
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Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Public Sector Debt
(in millions)
December 31, 2013
Full faith and credit bonds and notes issued by the Commonwealth
Bonds and notes guaranteed by the Commonwealth’s full faith and credit (1)
SUBTOTAL - FULL FAITH AND CREDIT BONDS AND NOTES

$10,215
5,646
15,861

Debt supported by Commonwealth appropriations or taxes (2)
Tax and Revenue Anticipation Notes (3)
SUBTOTAL - DEBT PAYABLE FROM GENERAL FUND

4,080
1,075
$21,016

Bonds and notes payable from sales tax revenues (COFINA)
Debt issued by public corporations and other instrumentalities (4)
Debt issued by municipalities
Pension Funding Bonds (payable from employer contributions to ERS) (5)
Other limited obligation debt and non-recourse debt (6)
SUBTOTAL - OTHER PUBLIC SECTOR DEBT

$15,557
26,197
4,112
2,948
2,072
50,886
$71,902

TOTAL PUBLIC SECTOR DEBT
____________________________
Totals may not add due to rounding.
(1)

Consists of $690 million of bonds issued by the PRASA, $479 million of Puerto Rico State Revolving Fund loans made to PRASA under
various federal water laws, $224.6 million of bonds issued by Port of the Americas Authority (which are held by the GDB), $31.7 million of
General Services Administration notes, and $4.221 billion of Puerto Rico Public Building Authority (“PBA”) bonds. Excludes (in order to
avoid double counting) $267 million of GDB bonds payable from available moneys of GDB and $110 million of GDB senior guaranteed notes
Series 2013B, the proceeds of which have been principally used to fund loans to the Commonwealth, public corporations, agencies and
municipalities, which loans are included in the table.
(2)
Represents bonds and notes payable from the Commonwealth General Fund and Public Improvement Fund. Includes $1.090 billion of bonds
issued by the Public Finance Corporation, $2.126 billion of appropriation debt notes issued by the public corporations and agencies (including
$68 million of bonds issued by PBA), $825.7 million of notes issued by the Treasury Department (such debt is excluded from the Public
Corporations Debt Table) and $37.1 million of bonds issued by the Mental Health and Anti-Addiction Services Administration.
(3)
Includes $175 million in revolving notes purchased by GDB and $900 million in notes purchased by private entities.
(4)
Excludes (in order to avoid double counting) $4.8 billion of notes issued by GDB, the proceeds of which have been principally used to fund
loans to the Commonwealth, public corporations, agencies and municipalities, which loans are included in the table, and excludes a note for
$67.2 million under other lines. Includes $279.1 million in bonds issued by PBA and $1.91 billion of debt issued by the Treasury Department
which is expected to be repaid with revenues of the Commonwealth or proceeds of a future bond issue (such debt is excluded from the
Outstanding Debt of Public Corporations Table below).
(5)
Represents Senior Pension Funding Bonds, Series A, B, and C issued by the Employees Retirement System, which are payable solely from
employer contributions made to the Employees Retirement System by the Commonwealth and its instrumentalities after the issuance of the
bonds. The Commonwealth does not guarantee such bonds. Employer contributions made to the Employees Retirement System by the central
government and its agencies and therefore payable from the General Fund currently represent approximately 59% of such total employer
contributions. The balance of these contributions is made by the public corporations and the municipalities.
(6)
Includes the following: (i) $1.2 billion of Children’s Trust bonds, which are payable solely from the payments to be received pursuant to the
tobacco litigation settlement; (ii) $151.6 million of Housing Finance Authority bonds, which are payable from Puerto Rico Housing
Administration’s annual allocation of Public Housing Capital Funds from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
(“HUD”); (iii) $307.8 million of Capital Fund Modernization Program Subordinate Bonds, Series 2008 issued by the Puerto Rico Housing
Finance Authority and payable primarily from federal housing assistance payments made available by HUD; (iv) $141.3 million of Special
Facilities Revenue Bonds issued by PRHTA, which are payable from net toll revenues collected from the Teodoro Moscoso Bridge; (v) $155
million of Special Facilities Bonds issued by the Puerto Rico Ports Authority, which are solely payable from the pledge of certain payments
made by a private corporation under a special facilities agreement; (vi) $70.8 million of Educational Facilities Revenue Bonds, 2000 Series A
(University Plaza Project) issued by Industrial, Tourist, Educational, Medical and Environmental Control Facilities Financing Authority
(“AFICA”), which are payable from rent payments made by the University of Puerto Rico; and (vii) approximately $18 million of bonds
issued by AFICA to finance the construction of various government infrastructure projects, which are payable from rent payments made by
various government entities.
Source: Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico
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No deductions have been made in the table above for deposits on hand in debt service
funds and debt service reserve funds. The table above and the amounts shown throughout this
section as representing outstanding debt include outstanding capital appreciation bonds at their
respective original principal amounts and do not include any accretion thereon.
Debt Service Requirements for Commonwealth General Obligation Bonds,
Appropriation Bonds and Guaranteed Debt. The following table presents the debt service
requirements for outstanding Commonwealth general obligation bonds (which are supported by
the full faith and credit of the Commonwealth), Commonwealth appropriation bonds (which are
not supported by the full faith and credit of the Commonwealth), Puerto Rico Public Buildings
Authority (“PBA”) bonds guaranteed by the Commonwealth, and other bonds guaranteed by the
Commonwealth as of December 31, 2013. Under the column “Other Guaranteed Debt,” the
table includes the following debt, which is guaranteed by the Commonwealth’s full faith, credit
and taxing power: (i) $224.6 million Port of the Americas Authority (“PAA”) Guaranteed Bonds,
which are being paid from General Fund budgetary appropriations determined in consultation
with GDB, as holder of the PAA Guaranteed Bonds; (ii) $690 million of bonds issued by
PRASA; and (iii) $31.7 million of General Services Administration Notes. The “Other
Guaranteed Debt” column excludes $478.7 million of Puerto Rico State Revolving Fund Loans
made to PRASA and incurred under various federal water laws, which loans are guaranteed by
the Commonwealth. Debt service on these PRASA loans and on the $690 million in bonds
identified in item (ii) is currently being paid by PRASA and the Commonwealth has not made
payments on this debt under its guarantee since 2005. The table excludes $267 million of GDB
bonds and $110 million of GDB Senior Guaranteed Notes Series 2013B, all of which are
guaranteed by the Commonwealth but are payable from available moneys of GDB. The amounts
paid by the Commonwealth under the PAA Guaranteed Bonds for the prior fiscal year, however,
are taken into account in the determination of the constitutional debt limit.
In addition, in respect of certain variable rate general obligation bonds, as to which the
Commonwealth has entered into interest rate exchange agreements, the interest in the table is
calculated by using the respective fixed rates of interest that the Commonwealth is paying under
said agreements. The constitutional debt limit, however, is determined assuming the interest rate
on outstanding variable rate bonds is 12% per annum.
The newly enacted Act 24-2014 increases the amount of GDB obligations that can be
guaranteed by the full faith and credit of the Commonwealth from $550 million to $2 billion. To
the extent GDB issues a significant amount of Commonwealth guaranteed notes, the amounts
shown in the table below may increase significantly.
Debt service requirements for each fiscal year, as shown in the following table, include
principal and interest due on July 1 immediately following the close of such fiscal year.
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Puerto Rico Obligations Debt Service Requirement
(In thousands)
General Obligation Bonds
Fiscal Year
Ending
June 30
07/01/14
07/01/15
07/01/16
07/01/17
07/01/18
07/01/19
07/01/20
07/01/21
07/01/22
07/01/23
07/01/24
07/01/25
07/01/26
07/01/27
07/01/28
07/01/29
07/01/30
07/01/31
07/01/32
07/01/33
07/01/34
07/01/35
07/01/36
07/01/37
07/01/38
07/01/39
07/01/40
07/01/41
07/01/42
07/01/43
07/01/44
07/01/45
07/01/46
07/01/47
07/01/48
07/01/49
07/01/50
07/01/51
07/01/52
07/01/53

Appropriation Bonds(3)

PBA Guaranteed Bonds

Principal
376,453
407,055
425,640
371,192
327,015
475,981
534,935
403,150
350,690
273,615
272,545
291,470
366,935
308,600
329,780
305,180
316,925
319,000
231,220
345,450
293,885
375,975
318,145
336,405
398,575
421,130
505,180
532,625

Interest(1)
452,436
458,976
514,202
494,245
476,221
444,584
413,609
387,619
369,002
352,547
339,291
325,956
310,442
290,578
274,016
255,981
239,508
223,069
206,538
193,865
175,463
160,079
139,505
121,248
102,245
79,691
55,640
28,194

Principal
36,285
29,435
30,450
31,590
32,855
34,215
35,705
37,330
39,105
41,095
43,420
45,855
191,735
192,255
91,000
96,150
82,260

Interest
15,758
36,683
57,371
56,347
55,215
53,962
52,607
51,129
49,515
47,755
45,779
44,110
41,681
39,127
32,244
20,472
12,243
7,096
1,149

Principal
76,760
82,000
86,125
90,905
66,235
69,645
74,140
100,800
106,150
95,930
103,255
106,545
99,920
106,365
838,959
92,955
249,164
134,591
128,570
135,375
142,570
162,575
156,625
150,550
144,455
154,450
164,585
173,810
126,890

Interest(2)
235,371
231,257
226,879
222,138
214,866
211,249
207,424
203,246
196,925
190,800
185,193
179,347
172,753
167,153
161,182
113,657
113,618
99,057
86,573
79,661
72,355
65,894
58,183
49,971
41,934
34,059
25,635
16,408
6,662

10,214,750

7,884,749

1,090,740

720,241

4,220,899

3,869,451

Other Guaranteed Debt

Principal
13,851
16,577
17,370
17,930
18,576
19,132
18,796
22,882
24,829
26,609
31,736
33,569
35,513
37,552
39,722
42,009
44,458
47,037
49,777
52,693
55,764
26,159
26,847
28,010
29,389
30,998
31,217
12,426
12,975
12,605
11,826
11,040
10,436
9,935
7,621
5,690
5,284
4,183
2,126
1,091
946,237

Interest
50,923
50,057
49,262
48,369
47,475
46,547
45,626
44,769
43,540
42,174
40,732
38,901
36,987
34,960
32,837
30,537
28,122
25,552
22,850
19,943
16,883
13,640
12,229
10,722
9,162
7,512
5,784
4,020
3,523
3,003
2,490
2,016
1,603
1,199
801
573
388
213
65
13
876,002

Total
1,221,552
1,282,606
1,413,135
1,330,559
1,236,053
1,352,691
1,379,992
1,247,809
1,176,358
1,066,760
1,057,636
1,060,993
1,107,650
1,030,190
1,900,475
1,053,047
1,095,036
951,553
808,936
826,986
756,919
804,321
711,534
696,906
725,760
727,840
788,041
767,483
150,050
15,608
14,316
13,056
12,038
11,133
8,422
6,263
5,671
4,396
2,191
1,104
29,823,069

Totals may not add due to rounding. Interest payments on certain variable rate general obligation bonds are calculated at their effective fixed rate after giving effect to related interest rate exchange agreements but excluding any support costs from third parties or the fixed spread on Mandatory Tender FRNs. Under the column
“Other Guaranteed Debt,” the table includes the following debt, which is guaranteed by the Commonwealth’s full faith, credit and taxing power: (i) $224.6 million Port of the Americas Authority (“PAA”) Guaranteed Bonds, which are being paid from General Fund budgetary appropriations determined in consultation with
GDB, as holder of the PAA Guaranteed Bonds; (ii) $690 million of bonds issued by PRASA; and (iii) $31.7 million of General Services Administration Notes. The “Other Guaranteed Debt” column excludes $478.7 million of Puerto Rico State Revolving Fund Loans made to PRASA and incurred under various federal water
laws, which loans are guaranteed by the Commonwealth. Debt service on these PRASA loans and on the $690 million in bonds identified in item (ii) is currently being paid by PRASA and the Commonwealth has not made payments on this debt under its guarantee since 2005. The table excludes $267 million of GDB bonds
and $110 million of GDB Senior Guaranteed Notes Series 2013B, all of which are guaranteed by the Commonwealth but are payable from available moneys of GDB.
(1)
The figures for interest have been reduced by the interest that was capitalized through the issuance of Commonwealth general obligation bonds in the following amounts: $97.0 million in fiscal year 2014 and $73.9 million in fiscal year 2015.
(2)
The figures for interest have not been reduced by subsidy payments due on certain Qualified Zone Academy Bonds and Qualified School Construction Bonds.
(3)
Consists of debt issued by the Public Finance Corporation. In contrast to general obligation debt and PBA debt listed herein, this debt is not guaranteed by the full faith credit and taxing power of the Commonwealth. Excludes $2.126 billion of appropriations debt notes issued by public corporations and agencies, $825.7
million of notes issued by Treasury Department and $37.1 million of bonds issued by the Mental Health and Anti-Addiction Services Administration.
Sources: Government Development Bank for Puerto Rico and Treasury Department.
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Variable Rate Bonds and Mandatory Tender Bonds. As discussed in greater detail in
the Commonwealth Report, the Commonwealth and various public corporations have
outstanding variable rate bonds consisting of (i) variable rate demand bonds which are subject to
mandatory tender for purchase prior to their maturity on certain interest rate reset dates and upon
expiration of an associated credit or liquidity facility (“VRDO Bonds”), (ii) variable rate bonds
and notes that have been purchased directly from the Commonwealth by certain financial
institutions which provide for periodic interest rate changes based on a LIBOR or SIFMA index
and which are subject to mandatory tender on certain dates prior to their maturities (“Mandatory
Tender FRNs”), and (iii) other bonds and notes which provide for periodic interest rate changes
based on a LIBOR rate or a particular index, but which are not subject to tender prior to their
maturity. The Commonwealth and the public corporations have hedged substantially all of their
variable rate debt exposure by entering into interest rate exchange agreements with certain swap
providers. If such agreements were to be terminated due to the recent credit rating downgrades,
the Commonwealth and such public corporations would no longer have protection against
changes in market interest rates on such variable rate obligations. See Interest Rate Exchange
Agreements, below.
The following table shows the breakdown of variable rate debt of the Commonwealth and
the public corporations as of December 31, 2013. Variable rate debt shown under the column
heading “Other Variable Debt” below consists of bonds that are not subject to optional or
mandatory tender, the interest rate on which bonds is tied to various indices (e.g., CPI bonds or
LIBOR bonds). This table does not include approximately $400 million in PRHTA Bond
Anticipation Notes.
Variable Rate Debt Breakdown
(as of December 31, 2013)

VRDO Bonds
Commonwealth
(General Obligation)
PREPA
PRHTA
COFINA
Total

$203,625,000

200,000,000

$403,625,000

Mandatory
Tender FRNs

Other
Variable Rate
Debt

Total

$257,215,000



$257,215,000

$126,725,000
411,825,000
447,025,000
136,000,000
$1,121,575,000

$587,565,000
411,825,000
647,025,000
136,000,000
$1,782,415,000

The following table shows the amount of VRDO Bonds subject to mandatory tender upon
expiration of the applicable credit or liquidity facilities.
VRDO Related Credit Facility Expiration Dates
Amount
Commonwealth (General Obligation)
PRHTA
Total

$203,625,000
$200,000,000
$403,625,000

Expiration Date
May 1, 2014
and June 21,2014
May 27, 2014

As of December 31, 2013, the Commonwealth had outstanding $257.2 million of
Mandatory Tender FRNs and PBA had $129 million of fixed rate bonds guaranteed by the
Commonwealth that are subject to mandatory tender for purchase prior to maturity (collectively,
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the “Mandatory Tender Bonds”). The Commonwealth and the public corporations have not
provided any liquidity facility for the payment of the purchase price payable upon the mandatory
tender, which purchase price is expected to be obtained from the remarketing of the bonds. If the
Commonwealth or the applicable public corporation cannot remarket the Mandatory Tender
Bonds, they would have to obtain other funds in order to provide for the purchase price of these
bonds or, in some cases, the bonds would become subject to higher interest rates and an
accelerated amortization schedule. In addition, certain of the Commonwealth’s FRN obligations
(but not PBA’s) are subject to optional tender on seven and 30-day notice in the event of a
downgrade of the Commonwealth. See Maturity of Certain Short-Term Debt Obligations of
the Commonwealth and its Instrumentalities; Effect of Downgrade on Certain Debt
Obligations and Derivate Contracts above.
The following table shows, as of December 31, 2013, the breakdown of the Mandatory
Tender Bonds of the Commonwealth and the public corporations and the respective dates when
such bonds are subject to mandatory tender for purchase.
Mandatory Tender FRNs Breakdown
(as of December 31, 2013)
Mandatory Tender Bonds

Type

Mandatory Tender Date

Variable
Variable
Variable
Fixed

May 1, 2014
June 1, 2014
June 1, 2014
July 1, 2017

Commonwealth (General Obligation)
$ 44,905,000
14,925,000
197,385,000
Public Buildings Authority
Total

129,225,000
$386,440,000

As discussed previously, the Commonwealth has entered into interest rate exchange
agreements with respect to all Mandatory Tender FRNs. In the event the Commonwealth cannot
remarket these bonds on their mandatory tender dates as variable rate bonds, the Commonwealth
may have to terminate the associated interest rate exchange agreements, if not terminated earlier
due to the credit rating downgrades, as discussed below. As of February 14, 2014, the estimated
mark-to-market value of all interest rate exchange agreements with respect to the Mandatory
Tender FRNs was negative $41.5 million. (See “Recent Credit Rating Downgrades of Bonds of
the Commonwealth and its Instrumentalities” above and “-Collateral Requirements and
Additional Termination Events” below).
Interest Rate Exchange Agreements. As discussed in greater detail in the
Commonwealth Report, the Commonwealth and various public corporations are parties to
various interest rate exchange agreements or swaps executed in order to hedge the
Commonwealth’s variable rate debt exposure and the interest rate risks associated therewith, and
to certain “basis swaps” that do not hedge specific variable rate debt.
For the first six months of fiscal year 2014, the Commonwealth received $3.6 million
from its counterparties under its basis swaps, net of the Commonwealth’s payments to the
counterparties, and PREPA received $4.3 million from its counterparties under its basis swaps,
net of PREPA’s payments to the counterparties.
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The Commonwealth and the public corporations have been reducing their swap exposure
since fiscal year 2009. The aggregate notional amount of the swaps for the Commonwealth and
the public corporations as of December 31, 2013 was $4.1 billion.
The table below shows the aggregate notional amount, as of December 31, 2013, of
synthetic fixed rate swaps and basis swaps of the Commonwealth and the public corporations.
Swap Portfolio Breakdown
Notional Amount
(as of December 31, 2013)

Commonwealth (General Obligation)
Electric Power Authority
Highways and Transportation Authority
Sales Tax Financing Corporation
Total

Synthetic Fixed
$587,565,000
411,825,000
647,025,000
136,000,000
$1,782,415,000

Basis Swaps
$1,273,777,500
1,000,000,000


$2,273,777,500

Total
$1,861,342,500
1,411,825,000
647,025,000
136,000,000
$4,056,192,500

The following table shows, as of February 14, 2014, the net mark-to-market value of all
outstanding interest rate exchange agreements. The mark-to-market value of all such agreements
of the Commonwealth and the public corporations was negative as of such date. Thus, the
Commonwealth or the public corporations, as applicable, would owe money to the counterparties
if any of the agreements with a negative mark-to-market had been terminated as of that date.
Swap Portfolio Mark-to-Market Valuation
(as of February 14, 2014)
Commonwealth (General Obligation)
PREPA
PRHTA
COFINA
Total

Synthetic Fixed
($80,314,192)
($62,315,623)
($123,201,157)
($46,285,547)
($312,116,520)

Basis Swaps
($49,504,204)
($32,031,162)



($81,535,367)

Total
($129,818,396)
($94,346,785)
($123,201,157)
($46,285,547)
($393,651,886)

Collateral Requirements and Additional Termination Events. Under the majority of the
interest rate exchange agreements, the Commonwealth and the public corporations are required
to deliver collateral to the counterparties to guarantee their performance under the agreements
based on the credit ratings of the Commonwealth and the public corporations and certain
contractual mark-to-market value thresholds. As a result of the credit rating downgrades,
PRHTA has posted approximately $70 million in additional collateral, which was funded
through GDB. To date, the Commonwealth has not been required to post any collateral, and
PREPA has not been required to post additional collateral. In addition, as a result of the
downgrades, almost all of the interest rate exchange agreements of the Commonwealth, PREPA
and PRHTA are now subject to termination at the option of the applicable counterparty. If any
such agreements were to be terminated, the Commonwealth, PREPA or PRHTA, as applicable,
would then be subject to variable rate interest risk on any corresponding variable rate
indebtedness. Also, if such agreements were to be terminated they would likely be terminated at
their then current mark-to-market valuations, plus cost, which could differ substantially from the
mark-to-market valuations set forth in the table above due to market conditions at the time of
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termination. Any collateral posted at the time of the terminations could be used to effectively
offset a like-amount of liquidity needed to fund the termination payments. To date, the aggregate
amount of collateral posted is approximately $142 million. No terminations have occurred to
date and the Commonwealth, GDB and the affected public corporations are currently engaged in
discussions with the counterparties in order to waive or modify the agreements and/or
termination requirements to mitigate the adverse impacts of the downgrades. To date, the
Commonwealth and PREPA have entered into 30-day standstill agreements with respect to
approximately $1.35 billion in notional amount of certain basis swaps, and currently the
Commonwealth, PRHTA and PREPA expect to terminate other agreements in the near
future. See Maturity of Certain Short-Term Debt Obligations of the Commonwealth and its
Instrumentalities; Effect of Downgrade on Certain Debt Obligations and Derivate Contracts
above.
Trends of Public Sector Debt. The following table shows the growth rate of short-term
and long-term public sector debt and the growth rate of gross national product (in current dollars)
for the past five fiscal years ended June 30, 2013 and for the six months ended December 31,
2013 (except for the gross national product numbers for fiscal year 2013 that are not yet
available). As of December 31, 2013, outstanding short-term debt, relative to total debt, was 9%.
Total public sector debt for fiscal year 2012 shown in the table below represented 93.2% of
nominal gross national product for fiscal year 2012.
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Public Sector Debt and Gross National Product
(dollars in millions)
Gross National Product(1)

Public Sector Debt

June 30,
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Dec. 31 2013

Long Term(2)
$48,332
53,351
54,804
60,780
60,115
60,346

Short
Term(3)
$4,648(4)
3,472
4,380
3,981
4,843
6,536

Total

Short Term
as % of Total

$52,980
56,823
59,184
64,760
64,957
66,882

8.8%
6.1
7.4
6.2
7.0
9.0

Rate of
Increase
13.0%
7.3
4.2
9.5
0.3
2.9

Amount
$63,618
64,295
65,567
69,462
N/A

Rate of Increase
1.5%
1.1
2.0
5.9
N/A

Totals may not add due to rounding.
In current dollars.
(2)
Does not include debt totaling $5.1 billion consisting of (i) Senior Pension Funding Bonds, Series A, B, and C issued by the Employees
Retirement System, which are payable solely from employer contributions made to the Employees Retirement System by the
Commonwealth, its municipalities and participating public corporations after the issuance of the bonds, identified in footnote 5, and
(ii) bonds identified in footnote 6, of the table above entitled “Commonwealth of Puerto Rico—Public Sector Debt,” which would have been
issued and outstanding at the time, all of which would be considered long-term debt.
(3)
Obligations (other than bonds) issued with an original maturity of three years or less and lines of credit with a remaining maturity of three
years or less are considered short-term debt.
(1)

Source: Government Development Bank

The following table shows the trend of public sector debt by major category for the past
five fiscal years ended June 30, 2013 and for the six months ended December 31, 2013.
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Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Public Sector Debt by Major Category
(dollars in millions)
Commonwealth(1)
Long
Term

June 30

Short
Term(3)

Public Corporation(2)

Municipalities

Total

Long
Term

Short
Term(3)

Total

Long
Term

Short
Term(3)

Total

Total
Long
Term

Short
Term(3

Total

)

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Dec. 31, 2013

$9,382
10,033
10,199
11,578
11,838
11,741

$557
270
164
266
491
1,566

$9,939
10,303
10,363
11,844
12,329
13,307

$2,691
2,905
3,204
3,515
3,501
3,497

$306
326
333
357
381
616

$2,997
3,231
3,537
3,872
3,882
4,113

$36,259
40,413
41,401
45,687
44,776
45,108

$3,785
2,876
3,883
3,358
3,970
4,354

$40,044
43,289
45,284
49,045
48,746
49,462

$48,332
53,351
54,804
60,780
60,115
60,346

$4,648
3,472
4,380
3,981
4,843
6,536

$52,980
56,823
59,184
64,760
64,957
66,882

Totals may not add due to rounding.
(1)
Does not include the Senior Pension Funding bonds, Series A, B, and C issued by the Employees Retirement System, which are payable solely from
employer contributions made to the Employees Retirement System by the Commonwealth, its municipalities and participating public corporations after the issuance of
the bonds, identified in footnote 4 of the table above entitled “Commonwealth of Puerto Rico – Public Sector Debt.”
(2)
Includes Commonwealth guaranteed debt; does not include the bonds identified in footnote 6 of the table above entitled “Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
– Public Sector Debt.”
(3)
Obligations (other than bonds) issued with an original maturity of three years or less and lines of credit with a remaining maturity of three years or less
are considered short-term debt.
Source: Government Development Bank

The following table sets forth the total debt service (principal and interest) relating to the
$57.3 billion aggregate principal outstanding of bonds and notes of the Commonwealth and its
public corporations and instrumentalities (excluding GDB) for the next five fiscal years (as of
December 31, 2013). These amounts do not include debt service on (i) the $13.9 billion
aggregate outstanding principal amount of loans and lines of credit held by GDB and other
financial institutions, (ii) the fiscal year 2014 TRANS, or (iii) the general obligation bonds that
the Commonwealth is currently contemplating issuing.
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and its Instrumentalities
Five Year Bond and Note Debt Service Schedule
Five Year
Ended June 30,
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

Total debt service
(In millions)
$3,500
$3,674
$3,875
$3,836
$3,753
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Public Corporations. The following table presents the outstanding bonds and notes of
certain of the public corporations as of December 31, 2013 (“notes” as used in this section refers
primarily to certain types of non-bonded debt regardless of maturity). Bonds and notes listed
under the columns labeled “With Guaranty” are guaranteed by the Commonwealth. Debt of
certain other public corporations is excluded from this table because such debt is payable
primarily from funds or grants provided by the federal government, sources other than
Commonwealth appropriations or taxes or revenues of public corporations, or from revenues
derived from private sector services or products, such as industrial development bonds. Also
excluded from this table is debt of certain public corporations the inclusion of which would
reflect double counting. No deductions have been made in the table for amounts on deposit in
debt service funds and debt service reserve funds. More detailed information about the major
public corporations is presented in the Commonwealth Report.
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Commonwealth of Puerto Rico
Outstanding Debt of Public Corporations
December 31, 2013
(in thousands)
Bonds
With
Guaranty
Aqueduct and Sewer Authority
Convention Center District
Authority
Electric Power Authority

Without
Guaranty

Notes

Total

With
Guaranty

Without
Guaranty

Total Bonds and Notes

Total

With
Guaranty

Without
Guaranty

Total

$690,334

$3,409,149

$4,099,483

$478,736

$203,941

$682,677

$1,169,070

$3,613,900

$4,782,160

-

418,805
8,526,710

418,805
8,526,710

-

151,369
817,974

151,369
817,974

-

570,174
9,344,684

570,174
9,344,684

Highway and Transportation
Authority
4,824,727(1)
4,824,727
2,109,898 2,109,898
6,934,625
6,934,625
Housing Finance Authority
104,254(2)
104,254
158,234
158,234
262,488
262,488
Industrial Development
Company
181,080
181,080
87,325
87,325
268,405
268,405
Infrastructure Financing
(3)
Authority
2,063,993
2,063,993
47,253
47,253
2,111,246
2,111,246
Port of the Americas Authority
224,633
224,633
1,200
1,200
224,633
1,200
225,833
Ports Authority(4)
254,974
254,974
254,974
254,974
Public Buildings Authority
4,220,899
4,220,899
346,287
346,287
4,220,899
346,287
4,567,186
Public Finance Corporation
1,090,740 (5)
1,090,740
1,090,740
1,090,740
P.R. Sales Taxes Financing
Corp. (COFINA)
- 15,223,821
15,223,821
333,300
333,300
- 15,557,121 15,557,121
University of Puerto Rico
488,885(6)
488,885
83,664
83,664
572,549
572,549
General Services Administration
31,660
31,660
31,660
31,660
Others(7)
2,888,341 2,888,341
2,888,341
2,888,341
Total(8)
$5,135,866 $36,332,164
$41,468,030 $510,396
$7,483,760 $7,994,156 $5,646,262 $43,816,734 $49,462,996
________
(1)
Excludes $151.1 million of Special Facilities Revenue Bonds issued by PRHTA, which are payable by a private party from net toll revenues collected from the
Teodoro Moscoso Bridge.
(2)
Excludes the $161.2 million of Housing Finance Authority bonds, which are payable solely from Puerto Rico Public Housing Administration’s annual allocation
of Public Housing Capital Funds from HUD; and $307.8 million of Housing Finance Authority Capital Fund Modernization Program Subordinate Bonds, Series 2008
issued by the Housing Finance Authority and payable primarily from federal housing assistance payments made available by HUD.
(3)
Includes (i) $37.1 million of Mental Health Infrastructure Revenue Bonds, 2007 Series A (MEPSI Campus Project), which bonds are limited obligations of the
Infrastructure Financing Authority payable solely from the pledge of certain payments made by a governmental entity under a lease agreement and (ii) $329.2 million
of Revenue Bonds (Ports Authority Project), Series 2011, which are limited obligations of the Infrastructure Financing Authority payable solely from loan payments
made by the Puerto Rico Ports Authority.
(4)
Excludes $155.4 million of Special Facilities Revenues Bonds issued by the Puerto Rico Ports Authority, which bonds are payable solely from the pledge of
certain payments made by a private corporation under a special facilities agreement.
(5)
Payable primarily from Commonwealth appropriations.
(6)
Excludes $70.8 million of Educational Facilities Revenue Bonds, 2000 Series A (University Plaza Project) issued by AFICA, which bonds are payable from rent
payments made by the University of Puerto Rico.
(7)
Includes lines of credit from GDB.
(8)
Excludes accretion of interest from the respective issuance dates on capital appreciation bonds. Also excludes the debt listed in footnote 6 of the Public Sector
Debt table above.
Source: Government Development Bank
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Litigation
The following section provides an update to the information set forth under
LITIGATION in the Commonwealth Report. This section should be read in conjunction with the
information included under LITIGATION in the Commonwealth Report.
Pension Reform. Certain teachers and members of the Judiciary have brought suits
challenging the constitutionality of Act 160 and Act 162, which reformed the Puerto Rico
Teachers Retirement System and the Judiciary Retirement System, respectively.
On January 8, 2014 a teachers’ association filed a lawsuit alleging that Act 160 is
unconstitutional as applied to them. On January 14, 2014, the Puerto Rico Supreme Court issued
a temporary restraining order staying the effect of Act 160 until the Supreme Court rules on the
constitutionality issue. An evidentiary hearing was scheduled for January 27, 2014. On that
same date the Supreme Court appointed a Special Master to conduct the evidentiary hearing. On
January 31, 2014 the parties agreed to submit the case through the presentation of sworn
statements and documents, without holding a hearing. On February 7, 2014, the Special Master
issued a report with a summary of uncontested facts. On February 11, 2014, the Supreme Court
issued an order granting both parties until March 3, 2014, to file briefs on the constitutionality of
Act 160.
On December 30, 2013 a judges association filed a complaint in the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico’s Court of First Instance, San Juan Part, alleging that Act 162 is unconstitutional
because it allegedly violates the principle on judicial independence and retroactively makes
changes to the Judiciary Retirement System. On January 15, 2014, the Puerto Rico Supreme
Court held an argumentative hearing. The case is pending of resolution.
Act for the Redistribution and Adjustment of the Tax Burden. As part of the tax
measures adopted by Act 40-2013, the law enacted a new gross sales tax or “patente nacional” to
provide additional funds to the Commonwealth. A lawsuit was filed by a commercial trade
association alleging that Act 40 is unconstitutional as applied to its members. On December 31,
2013, the trial court dismissed the complaint. On January 17, 2014, the Puerto Rico Supreme
Court rejected the plaintiffs’ petition for certification. On February 13, 2014, plaintiffs filed an
appeal with the San Juan-Guayama Regional Panel of the Puerto Rico Court of Appeals and a
motion in aid of jurisdiction requesting a stay of the effectiveness of Act 40 and the deadline to
request certain exemptions under that law. On February 14, 2014 the Court of Appeals denied
the motion in aid of jurisdiction and stated that the appeal would be decided promptly.
Vaquería Tres Monjitas, Inc. et al v. Ramírez et al. Plaintiffs alleged in their complaint
that the price rates set by the Administrator of ORIL did not afford local dairy processors Suiza
Dairy and Vaquería Tres Monjitas the opportunity to make the reasonable profit to which they
were constitutionally entitled. The parties reached a settlement agreement on October 29, 2013.
Among other things, the Commonwealth, through certain of its instrumentalities, agreed to
contribute the following amounts to certain regulatory accrual payments to be made pursuant to
the settlement agreement: $50 million by December 31, 2015, $15 million by December 31,
2016 and $15 million by December 31, 2017.
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After numerous motions, hearings and appeals, the settlement agreement took effect on
November 6, 2013. The case is now closed although the court will retain jurisdiction in order to
tend to any matter of compliance or breach of compliance regarding the settlement agreement.
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